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SUMMARY
The internet traffic requirement has grown remarkably in the last couple of decades,
and it is predicted to scale even further in the upcoming years. On the other hand, internet
users are increasingly relying on WiFi for the last mile connectivity. WiFi has been used
in a broad range of applications not only in enterprises but also in our daily lives. Thus,
technologies that can fundamentally enhance WiFi are desirable. Research on next gener-
ation WiFi networks is focusing on a variety of goals including performance (i.e., system
throughput and channel efficiency), controllability, security, power consumption, adapt-
ability, etc. The goals of our research are improving performance to support the growth of
requirements, and promoting controllability to support service differentiation and even per-
formance prediction. Performance goals pertain to achieving better throughput and channel
efficiency for a wide range of network conditions with the highest degree of adaptability.
Controllability goals are akin to the goals of software-defined networks and focus on future-
proofing systems, manageability, and service differentiation capabilities.
First, we propose algorithms that improve the performance in the physical (PHY) layer
with only changes in Access Points (APs). Smart antenna technology plays an important
role for performance enhancement in the PHY layer of WiFi. While most smart antenna
techniques require changes in both APs and stations (STAs), beamforming is a mechanism
that can be applied with only changes in APs. We propose FastBeam, a set of algorithms
that can provide benefits of beamforming to legacy nodes by only adopting new APs. Fast-
Beam focuses on heavy multipath fading indoor environment (such as enterprise offices or
school classrooms), which is a typical environment for legacy WiFi infrastructure.
Second, we consider future-proofing networks with a central controller and enable
xiii
micro-level controllability to support service differentiation and performance prediction.
We focus on how to enable the controllability of WiFi networks without compromising
their scalability when a central controller is available. We introduce a media access control
(MAC) protocol called Rhythm, which transfers the control of WiFi networks into central-
ized scheduling, with the properties of (i) low protocol overhead, (ii) work conservation
in the presence of non-backlogged nodes, (iii) robustness to partial connectivity scenarios.
Specifically, Rhythm furnishes all nodes in WiFi networks with a target schedule that has
been determined by a central controller. The nodes in WiFi networks then operate in a
purely distributed fashion to meet the target schedule. We refer to such a system behavior
as “scheduled WiFi.”
Finally, we consider the backward compatibility issues of scheduled WiFi. Though
Rhythm brings micro-level controllability to WiFi, it can only operate in an ideal environ-
ment, where i) no other legacy nodes are present and ii) the network topology is known. To
provide better backward compatibility for implementing scheduled WiFi, we propose a new
MAC protocol, LWT. LWT not only achieves scheduled WiFi in a purely distributed fash-
ion, but is also more friendly to legacy nodes, and does not require the network topology
information.
LWT uses a novel mechanism, called Switch, to deal with hidden terminal problems.
Switch provides a way to utilize overlay control channels better in WiFi networks. In
addition to the details of how Switch is used in LWT, we further explored how Switch can
be used in other situations, such as i) extending the range of carrier sense, ii) early collision




The last couple of decades have seen a remarkable growth in the number of Internet users.
Over 75% of the population in the United States now use the Internet [7] for various ap-
plications. The ubiquitous availability of broadband access through both cable compa-
nies (cablecos) and telecommunication companies (telcos) has been a primary driver of the
high rate of adoption. Users increasingly depend on the Internet for a wide variety of rich
content and services. Network access speeds thus have to scale with the demands. Data
rates offered through cablecos, for example, have raised from 1.5Mbps in the year 1998 to
305Mbps in the year 2013 [2], which is a 200x increase in the span of 15 years. However,
there is still an increasing pressure to scale speeds even further. Recently, the offering of
1Gbps rates [3] and evolving technologies such as DOCSIS 3.1, which allows for 10Gbps
rates ([5]), are evidence of this pressure of cablecos and telcos.
On the other hand, consumers at homes and enterprises are increasingly relying on WiFi
connectivity for the last mile between the network backbone and the end-user devices. We
refer to this connection as the zeroth mile. Over 80% of US homes with broadband access
rely on WiFi for in-home connectivity. Enterprises are not different. Gartner projects
that by 2018, more than 50 percent of users will first go to a tablet or smartphone for all
online activities. These mobile devices, in turn, rely on WiFi for network connectivity.
Perhaps more surprisingly, Gartner also predicts that by the same year (2018), 40 percent
of enterprises will specify WiFi as the default connection for non-mobile devices, such as
desktops, desk phones, projectors, and conference rooms [6].
Overall, more than 50% of Internet traffic is expected to be from or to WiFi devices
by 2019. Furthermore, next generation WiFi is expected to power the emerging field of
1
Internet of Things (IOT). All these trends indicate that WiFi becomes not only a dominant
technology in the Internet landscape but also a fundamental basis for most of the Internet
traffic. This phenomenon has exposed an interesting conundrum. Even though the wireline
speeds are substantial with 1Gbps access network speeds deliverable today and 10Gbps
achievable in the near future, what the user experiences is heavily limited by the data-rates
on the zeroth mile.
This situation has unsurprisingly led to intensive research into how WiFi can be made
to operate better and deliver higher performance for a wide variety of applications. Below,
we briefly introduce different research works according to the provided enhancement in
WiFi:
• Improve the PHY layer throughput of WiFi: Through the last decade, WiFi protocols
have mainly enhanced the performance of the PHY layer (802.11n [20], 802.11ac
[21]). The usage of wider bandwidth, higher modulation rate, the introduction of
smart antenna techniques (beamforming and Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)),
utilization of more antennas, and more powerful hardware give tremendous PHY
layer throughput improvement from 54Mbps to 7Gbps.
• Improve the MAC layer throughput of WiFi: The MAC protocol used by most WiFi
networks is a distributed MAC protocol, Distributed Coordination Function (DCF).
A distributed MAC protocol has many benefits including low complexity, scalability,
and robustness to dynamic traffic loads. However, its channel efficiency decreases
as contention levels increase. Considering the current growth of the number of WiFi
networks [8], algorithms that try to improve the MAC layer throughput under high
contention levels have been proposed [75, 36].
• Increase the macro-level controllability of WiFi: To fulfill the diversity of service
requirements, researchers are devoting considerable attention to improving WiFi net-
work controllability without compromising its essential scalability. WiFi controllers
2
that centralize the management of APs within an enterprise network may be the sim-
plest example of such efforts. Functionalities such as radio resource management,
wireless policy management, and authentication services are moved to the central
controller [18, 19]. However, while WiFi controllers allow for reconfigurability, they
do so only for macro-level “control plane” parameters such as authentication settings
and channel assignments, and they do not control micro-level “data plane” functions
such as media access control.
• Increase the micro-level controllability of WiFi: Some protocols and algorithms pro-
vide micro-level controllability of MAC [78, 29]. Some of the benefits of micro-level
controllability are:
i) Predictability: Accurate performance predictability is possible when channel
access is well controlled. Predictability is useful for network selection, network
arrangement, and applications that require predictable service.
ii) Differentiation: Service differentiation is important when providing Quality of
Services (QoS) to clients. By controlling what is transpiring in the network, a
fine-grained service differentiation can be provided.
iii) Efficiency: WiFi networks have poor channel efficiency in high-density deploy-
ments and hidden terminal scenarios due to severe collisions. By controlling
who access the channel currently, higher efficiencies can be achieved by avoid-
ing collisions.
Along with different enhancements, these protocols and algorithms also require the
different complexity of changes to the WiFi infrastructure. Some algorithms require only
changes in APs [45, 65, 36]. Some algorithms require changes in APs and stations (STAs)
[21, 51]. In addition to the evolution in APs and STAs, some algorithms require a cen-
tralized controller [78, 64]. Some algorithms even require extra time synchronization [29].
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Figure 1: Spectrum of WiFi algorithms and protocols
protocols can be very high. This is especially a concern for enterprises, who have invested
significantly in legacy WiFi infrastructure. Thus, the complexity of changes is also an
important consideration when adopting new protocols and algorithms.
Fig. 1 shows a spectrum of enhancement and complexity of changes in protocols and
algorithms for next generation WiFi networks. While there is a huge possibility of locating
protocols and algorithms in the spectrum, without considering the “extra time synchroniza-
tion” portion1, we would like to focus on the two corners of the spectrum. One acts as
a transition solution for updating legacy WiFi networks, and the other considers future-
proofing networks and enable micro-level controllability to support service differentiation
and even performance prediction. Our work comprises three components considering the
two portions:
• Improve PHY layer throughput with only changes in APs: First, we propose algo-
rithms that improve the performance in the PHY layer with only changes in APs.
Recently, smart antenna technology provides tremendous performance enhancement
in the PHY layer of WiFi. While most smart antenna techniques require changes in
1The requirement of extra time synchronization adds considerable burden on the network operations and
thus is still not very practical in most applications of WiFi.
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both APs and STAs, it is possible to apply one technique, beamforming, with only
changes in APs. We propose FastBeam [65], a set of algorithms that can bring beam-
forming benefits to legacy nodes only by upgrading APs. With only requirements
of updates in APs, algorithms can be easily deployed. These algorithms provide
a temporary transition solution for updating the legacy WiFi networks with a huge
number of nodes. The main challenge in FastBeam is in efficient estimation of chan-
nel state information and the tradeoff between accuracy and time complexity. We
implemented algorithms with different level of tradeoff between accuracy and time
complexity and applied them according to the current dynamic level of channel state
information.
• Achieve micro-level controllability with a central controller: Second, we consider
future-proofing networks with a central controller. Since WiFi has broad applica-
tions, the service requirements are diverse. Thus, the goal is to enable micro-level
controllability to support service differentiation and even performance prediction for
various applications. However, the MAC of WiFi is random, hard to predict, and
hard to control. We focus on how to enable the controllability of WiFi networks
without compromising their scalability when a central controller is available. We
introduce a MAC protocol called Rhythm [64, 63], which transfers the control of
WiFi networks into centralized scheduling. Rhythm is subject to the constraints of
(i) no fine-grained time synchronization, (ii) no additional hardware requirement;
and with the properties of (i) low protocol overhead, (ii) work conservation in the
presence of non-backlogged nodes, (iii) robustness to partial connectivity scenarios.
Rhythm provides all nodes in WiFi networks a target schedule that has been deter-
mined by a central controller. The target schedule represents the control decision for
the WiFi networks. The nodes then operate in a purely distributed fashion to follow
the target schedule. That is, once the nodes get the target schedule, they transmit in
the order indicated by the target schedule without further help from the central entity.
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We refer to such a network behavior as “scheduled WiFi”. The primary challenge of
Rhythm is in dealing with random traffic without gathering queue information from
STAs, and in handling hidden terminal problems. To handle random traffic, we de-
signed a schedule shrinking and insertion algorithm to efficiently remove nodes from
the schedule when they do not have packets to transmit, and put them back once
they become active. To handle hidden terminal, we proposed a Clique and Bridge
structure which groups nodes in communication range into Cliques, and pass control
information through nodes that act as Bridges between different Cliques.
• Achieve micro-level controllability considering backward compatibility: Finally, we
propose LWT [62], which considers the backward compatibility issues of scheduled
WiFi. Similar to Rhythm, LWT achieves scheduled WiFi with little overhead. While
Rhythm assumes an ideal environment without legacy nodes, LWT provides back-
ward compatibility with legacy nodes by allowing for small deviations from target
schedule intermittently. The primary challenge of LWT is proving backward com-
patibility in the presence of random traffic and hidden terminals. To handle random
traffic, we propose an algorithm that efficiently interleaves the LWT mode and DCF
mode in small time scales. If a scheduled node does not transmit, the operation
mode directly switches to DCF mode, and all nodes can compete to transmit. To
handle hidden terminals, we propose a novel mechanism, called Switch, which uses
specially designed signal pulse to robustly deliver control information, without af-
fecting the ongoing transmission significantly. By making transmitter and receiver
switch between transmit and receive mode in a dedicated designed pattern, Switch
provides a way to utilize overlay control channels better compared to existing works
[27, 43, 71]. In addition to the details of how Switch is used in LWT, we further
explored how Switch can be used in other situations, such as i) extending the range
of carrier sense, ii) early collision termination, and iii) improving the efficiency of
WiFi backoff mechanism.
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The core of our research is developing algorithms. The research philosophy that has
guided us in our research is to support our algorithms with sound theoretical analysis and
real-life experiment evaluations after the algorithms have been developed. Thus, the al-
gorithm designs have been strongly guided by both theory and practical implementations.
In all these research, we have written theoretical analysis and proof of properties, imple-
mented experimental test beds, and carried out simulation evaluations.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter II gives a literature survey,
Chapter III presents FastBeam, Chapter IV describes Rhythm, Chapter V introduces LWT,




WiFi is a wireless communication technology that connects devices to local area networks.
Due to its high-data-rate achievability, cheap deployability, and near-universal availability,
WiFi has been widely adopted in different environments to provide various services. Vari-
ous protocols and algorithms have been proposed to enhance different abilities of WiFi in
both the Medium Access Control (MAC) and physical layer (PHY) layers to support the
ubiquitous applications of WiFi. In this chapter, we introduce protocols and algorithms
related to smart antenna technologies and controllability enhancement for WiFi networks
and compare them to the proposed algorithms of this thesis.
2.1 Smart antenna technologies in the PHY layer
Several research works have applied smart antenna technologies to WiFi networks, consid-
ering indoor multipath environment or mobile clients.
2.1.1 Smart antenna technologies for indoor wireless LANs
MIMO and multi-user MIMO [20, 21] can provide tremendous throughput improvement.
However, these techniques require changes in both APs and STAs, unlike FastBeam, which
requires changes only to APs. [47], [48], [49], and [50] consider the usage of directional
antennas in indoor environments. While directional antenna could have benefits compared
to Omni antennas, the beamforming technology used by FastBeam has a larger potential to
improve performance under dedicated setting in multipath-rich indoor environments.
[46] and [45] consider the use of beamforming technology in indoor environments. [46]
presents the design and implementation of the first indoor WLAN beamforming system.
It identifies and addresses several challenges with beamforming that are often ignored in
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theoretical works. However, the use of CSI in the proposed solution will require clients
to equip specialized hardware. [45] (SimpleBeam) provides an algorithm that enables an
off-the-shelf client to gain the benefits of beamforming without hardware modifications.
However, the proposed algorithm (as will be shown in chapter III) is not suitable for an
environment with dynamic channel conditions.
2.1.2 Smart antenna technologies for mobile clients
[52] uses directional antennas to improve the performance of WiFi links between roadside
access points and a moving vehicle equipped with directional antennas. A framework Mo-
biSteer is proposed to select the best access point and beam combination that maximizes
the throughput. [57] implements a vehicular communication system that uses multi-lobe
beam pattern switching on a smart antenna to improve the uplink connectivity. Both [52]
and [57] focuses on outdoor environments. Multipath-rich indoor environments are more
complicated to improve performance. [74] demonstrates that beamforming is already fea-
sible on mobile devices. It proposes BeamAdapt which allows each client to identify the
optimal number of active antennas that could achieve power efficiency while maintaining
a required throughput. Unlike FastBeam, which does not require CSI, [55] uses CSI to
implement beamforming and improve energy efficiency.
2.2 Controllability Enhancement for WiFi networks
Protocols and mechanisms have been proposed to increase the controllability of WiFi net-
works in the MAC layer.
2.2.1 Centralized control of WiFi networks
Many solutions have been proposed for centralized control of WiFi networks. Interoper-
ability between AP and WiFi nodes has been proposed to perform RRM across APs from
multiple vendors (IEEE 802.11k [17]). WiFi controller moves functionalities like RRM,
mobility, wireless policies, QoS and authentication services to the central controller [1].
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Software Defined Networking (SDN) presents a logically centralized software to separate
network control logic from physical switches and routers. SDN is another move towards
centralizing control of the network [12]. RFC 5412 [19], a draft of Light Weight Access
Point Protocol (LWAPP) has been submitted to the IETF for communication between AP
and the central controller. The central controller makes network-wide decisions like Radio
Resource Management (RRM), to provide dynamic channel assignment, dynamic transmit
power control, load balancing, authentication, and membership services. Wireless vendors
like Cisco, Ruckus have proposed software and mechanisms (CAPWAP [18]) to manage
centralized WLAN. CloudMAC [69] offers an OpenFlow-based MAC protocol in which all
the processing is performed in the cloud, and the APs use DCF to contend and transmit a
packet. All these schemes, while still operating with the unpredictable and hard-to-control
DCF, can only provide macro-level controllability.
2.2.2 Centralized MAC protocols
Centralized MAC protocols, such as Soft-TDMAC [29] and PCF [20], can provide MAC
level controllability. However, PCF introduces impractical protocol overhead when the
number of non-backlogged nodes is large. It also generates repeated collisions when mul-
tiple APs are operating in the same vicinity, and thus is not a good choice in most practical
situations. Soft-TDMAC makes nodes transmit control packets to achieve time synchro-
nization. Thus, scheduling decisions can directly be applied to nodes (just like TDMA).
However, it requires tight time synchronization for good efficiency, and this adds to the
burden of network operations1. It also requires queue status of nodes for scheduling. Thus,
it either needs to assume that nodes always transmit or incurs significant overhead in col-
lecting queue status from all nodes.
1Note that Rhythm and LWT utilize overheard transmissions to synchronize scheduling/contention; thus,
Rhythm and LWT are not affected by clock drifts. This is very different from the traditional synchronized
CSMA or TDMA, which is influenced by clock drifts.
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2.2.3 Hybrid MAC protocols
Hybrid MAC protocols have been proposed to increase the controllability of WiFi networks
and to avoid the drawback of centralized MAC protocol. CENTAUR [66] utilizes the cen-
tralized WiFi architecture for enhanced performance of WiFi. It solves hidden terminal
problems by separately scheduling conflicting downlink transmissions. However, it only
gives control to downlink traffic, so it does not avoid hidden terminal problems generated
by uplink traffic. It also improves performance, but only in cases with hidden/exposed ter-
minal problems. On the other hand, Rhythm and LWT can improve performance in cases
with or without hidden/exposed terminal problems, and avoid hidden terminal problems
in both uplink and downlink. Another protocol, Chain [75] broadcasts order coordination,
which indicates a transmission order of WiFi nodes, to achieve high channel utilization.
However, it improves performance only when the traffic load is high, while Rhythm and
LWT can maintain good performance for different traffic loads. Also, Chain neither ad-
dresses hidden terminal problems nor improves downlink throughput. Similar to Rhythm
and LWT, Domino [78] utilizes relative scheduling to avoid overhead from tight time syn-
chronization. While Domino provides an efficient way of collecting the queue status from
all nodes, Rhythm and LWT provides distributed adjustment mechanisms without having
to obtain the queue status. However, as will be indicated in Chapter IV and V, Domino
generates extra protocol overhead and unfairness in certain scenarios. Besides, it requires
the use of particular addresses derived from Gold codes, which either limits the number of




FASTBEAM: BEAMFORMING STRATEGIES FOR
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT ON LEGACY CLIENTS
3.1 Introduction
Transmit beamforming enables a transmitter to direct signals at an intended receiver; thus,
using beamforming can improve the signal quality and hence the data throughput and range
for a wireless link [55]. Even in indoor environments, where directional antennas with fixed
radiation patterns fail to provide performance improvements due to multipath fading, beam-
forming can still deliver substantial benefits through the adjustment of the relative weights
and phases of the different elements of an antenna array. By default, beamforming requires
the complete Channel State Information (CSI). However, collecting such information at the
receiver requires specialized hardware, which is not available on legacy WiFi clients. Re-
cent techniques [45] have demonstrated that optimal beamforming can be achieved while
relying purely on the Receive Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), a parameter that is readily
and easily available in legacy WiFi clients. However, the existing techniques for RSSI-
based beamforming do not reach achievable performance in time varying channels, and
can, in fact, perform worse than Omni-directional antennas under some scenarios. We first
carry out experiments to evaluate the performance degradation of RSSI-based beamform-
ing in time varying channels. We then explore algorithms to perform fast beamforming
when relying only on RSSI measurements. Fast beamforming allows for a faster continu-
ous adaptation of the antenna weights for environments where the channel is time varying
because of client mobility, client orientation changes, and environmental changes (such as
changes in positions of objects/people).
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We thus present FastBeam, a suite of strategies that in tandem enables practical beam-
forming in time-varying environments. FastBeam uses only RSSI measurements for per-
forming beamforming and consists of both optimality preserving techniques and heuristic
approaches that are selectively applied depending on the rate of change of the channel. We
implement FastBeam on a Phocus Array System ([14]) with eight antennas and use ex-
perimental evaluations to study its performance in indoor environments. We show that the
time complexity for RSSI-based beamforming can be reduced by an average of 50% and
by as much as 75% compared to existing approaches ([45]). Such a reduction in the time
complexity has a significant impact on the throughput performance under several condi-
tions: we show that the throughput performance of FastBeam compared to the existing
work is 1.4x better on average, and up to 1.8x better in the best case.
3.2 Background of RSSI Based Beamforming
3.2.1 Beamforming with RSSI
Beamforming techniques can deliver considerable improvements over Omni-directional
communication in both outdoor and indoor environments. Specifically, in indoor environ-
ments, while simple directional antenna with fixed radiation patterns suffers from multipath
fading and scattering, adaptive beamforming still holds tremendous promise. A recent ad-
vancement in beamforming is a partial-CSI approach called RSSI based beamforming [45],
which only uses RSSI measurements sent as feedback from the client to make beamform-
ing decisions. While it is provably optimal (same performance as traditional beamforming
under static channel conditions), the most attractive property of RSSI-based beamforming
is that it does not require the receiver to be equipped with an antenna array or specialized
hardware to provide benefits. This makes the technique attractive to cater to off-the-shelf
wireless clients.
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3.2.2 Algorithm for RSSI-based Beamforming
Assuming that there are n antenna elements at the transmitter, and a single antenna at the
receiver, the consequent Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) channel can be represented
as follows:
y = hws+ z, (1)
where y is the received signal, z is the additive White Gaussian noise, the 1× n vector
of complex number h = [h0, h1, · · ·hn−1] is the respective channel gains between each
transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna, and the n×1 vector of complex numbers w =
[w0, w1, · · ·wn−1]T is a beamformer that translates the transmit symbol s to the transmitted
signals x = ws. The optimal setting of beamformer w is to let each beamformer weight
wi become the complex conjugate of hi, so that the signals from each channel combine
coherently and reinforce each other at the receiver.
RSSI based beamforming does channel estimation and calculates the beamformer w
according to the RSSI values that are sent as feedback from Rx. The core idea is to use
both singly and tandemly activated antennas to determine the channel magnitude and phase
difference between the antennas. When a single antenna is activated, the respective received
powers Pi = |hi|2 (assuming the Tx power is unity) are obtained from the RSSI value sent
as feedback from Rx. When antennas i and j are tandemly activated (with antenna phase
difference ρij set to 0), the received powers Pij = |hi+hj|2 are obtained. Pij can be written
as:
Pij = Pi + Pj + 2
√
PiPj cos(θij), (2)
where θij is the channel phase difference between hi and hj . By rewriting equation (2),
we can get θij using Pi, Pj , and Pij:
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cos θij = (












Since | cos θ| = | cos(−θ)| = | cos(π − θ)| = | cos(−π + θ)|, there are 4 possible
cases: θij = φij , θij = −φij , θij = π − φij , or θij = −π + φij . In SimpleBeam
([45]), this ambiguity is solved through another 4 sets of tandemly activated antennas. Let
Pij(ρij) represent the received power of tandemly activated antennas i and j with antenna
phase difference set to ρij (Pij(ρij) = Pi + Pj + 2
√
PiPj cos(θij + ρij)). Pij(φij), Pij(−φij),
Pij(π−φij), and Pij(−π+φij) are measured, and the antenna phase setting that corresponds to
the maximum received power indicates the value of −θij . 1
With the |hi|, θi0, and the channel phase difference between hi and h0 computed for
each antenna i, the beamformer weights are set as wi =
|hi|√
Σn−1l=0 |hl|2
e−jθi0 for i > 0 and
j =
√
(−1), and w0 = |h0|√
Σn−1l=0 |hl|2
.
3.2.2.1 Optimality of RSSI-based Beamforming
RSSI based beamforming is provably optimal (same performance as traditional beam-
forming). According to equation (1), the optimal beamforming setting should be w =
1√
Σn−1l=0 |hl|2
h∗. In our setting, the phase of wi is set to −θi0, which is − arg(hi) + arg(h0)
rather than − arg(hi); the phase of w0 is set to 0 rather than − arg(h0). This alternative
setting only introduces a phase shift of arg(h0) in w, and thus will not affect the received
signal power. Thus, this alternative setting also achieves the same optimal performance, as
is proved in [45].
1In fact, since the exact value of cos θij is known, two sets of tandemly activated antennas is sufficient
to get θij . However, since time-complexity is not a concern in [45], it uses four sets of tandemly activated
antennas. In section 3.4, we will provide an even more efficient algorithm using only one set of tandemly
activated antennas.
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3.2.2.2 Practical Advantages of RSSI-based Beamforming
RSSI-based beamforming is optimal, and also has several practical benefits:
(i) Full CSI approaches require specialized clients with the capability to measure the
amplitude and phase of the received signals. On the other hand, RSSI-based beam-
forming can be implemented with off-the-shelf clients.
(ii) Oscillator related hardware synchronization impairments tend to corrupt the esti-
mated CSI. RSSI-based beamforming, on the other hand, solves the synchronization
impairments by using the differential phase mechanism (using−(arg(hi)− arg(h0))
rather than − arg(hi)) [46],
(iii) Full CSI based beamforming approaches incur considerable overheads in the feed-
back sent to the transmitter. RSSI based beamforming incurs small overheads as only
RSSI values need to be communicated.
3.3 Problem Motivation
We use SimpleBeam as the representative solution for RSSI-based beamforming. Al-
though SimpleBeam is optimal and has better performance under static channel conditions[45]
demonstratively, its performance under varying channel conditions (when h varies) has not
been studied before.
We now present results from experiments that explore the performance of SimpleBeam
when h varies. The experimental setting is described in Sec. 3.6. We consider mobile en-
vironments: (i) when the client orientation changes over time (Rotation), (ii) when there
is human movement interfering with the line of sight (LOS Blocking) periodically, and
(iii) when the client is moving (Mobility). Under these environments, the variation of h
becomes larger due to the large change in multipath fading conditions. Table 1 shows
the degradation of throughput performance of SimpleBeam in comparison to that in a
static environment (when h is more static). Figure 2 shows that under certain conditions,
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SimpleBeam can perform even worse than Omni-directional antennas (Omni). These re-
sults show that SimpleBeam doesn’t perform well when the channel is time varying.
We contend that the underlying reason for the poor performance under channel vary-
ing conditions is the high time complexity of SimpleBeam. With n antenna elements,
SimpleBeam relies on n single antenna channel estimations, n− 1 tandem antenna chan-
nel estimations, and an additional 4(n − 1) tandem antenna estimations to solve the am-
biguity due to the cos−1 function. Thus, the time complexity is (6n − 5)ChannelEstTime,
where ChannelEstTime is the time of channel estimation. To gain optimal performance,
SimpleBeam needs to adjust the beamformer w according to the channel gains h. When
the rate of change of h becomes faster than the convergence time of SimpleBeam, the
estimation of h will be erroneous, which causes significant performance degradation.
In Figure 3, we show an analysis of the phase fluctuation of h observed in two exper-
imental setups. We see that the channel phase variation can be as large as 100 degrees
within a time span of tens of seconds with LOS blocking every 5 seconds, while it is only
30 degrees in a static environment. If the algorithm starts when t = 50 and finishes when
t = 70, there will be a phase error θe = 100 with LOS blocking every 5 seconds. The max-
imum θe is 30 degree in a static environment. Using equation (2) and assuming Pi = Pj ,




Pi + Pj + 2
√
PiPj cos θe − Pi − Pj − 2
√
PiPj









(cos θe − 1).
Accordingly, a 30 degrees phase error will result in only −6.69% degradation, while a
100 degrees phase error will result in−58.68%. Thus, the performance degradation will be
significant if h differs a lot by the time the computation results are applied.
With n antenna elements, the time complexity of SimpleBeam is (6n−5)ChannelEstTime,



























Figure 2: Comparison of SimpleBeam and Omni when clients are moving at a speed of
1.5m/s
Table 1: Performance degradation of SimpleBeam in a mobile environment
Rotation LOS blocking Mobility
degree/s % Freq(1/s) % m/s %
180 -64.84 1/10 -42.07 0.5 -37.28
360 -88.24 1/5 -71.44 1.5 -58.49
eight antenna elements, SimpleBeam takes 22 to 27 seconds to perform its channel esti-
mation (an implementation of the mechanism described in [45]). The high time complexity
of SimpleBeam thus is a drawback as channel gains h are likely to be different by the
time algorithm finishes computing.
3.4 FastBeam Design
In this section, we present the key design elements of FastBeam, a set of four techniques
that addresses the drawbacks discussed in Section 3.3 by reducing the time complexity.
The first technique is optimality preserving, while the other three methods are heuristic
strategies toward reducing time complexity.
3.4.1 FewerPhases (optimality preserving)
Based on the mathematical analysis, we argue that the time complexity of SimpleBeam
could be reduced while still preserving its optimality. In SimpleBeam, four channel es-
timations are carried out for each channel phase difference θij to solve the ambiguity due
to the cos−1 function. This results in a time complexity of 4(n− 1)ChannelEstTime when
there are n antennas. Here we prove that the ambiguity can be resolved using only one es-
























Figure 3: Fluctuation of channel phase when LOS blocking exists
FewerPhases.
3.4.1.1 Description
Instead of carrying out 4 channel estimations to solve the ambiguity, FewerPhases uses
only 1 tandemly activated channel estimation to find θij and sets w accordingly. Let ρij be
the antenna phase difference of tandemly activated antenna i and j. Consider two cases:
Case 1 : If φij ≤ π2 , set ρij = φij .
Case 2 : If φij > π2 , set ρij = π − φij .
If Pij(ρij) ≤ Pij , θij = φij; else, θij = −φij .
3.4.1.2 Proof of Optimality
According to [45], θij could be φij , −φij , π − φij , or −π + φij . However, since it is
possible to exactly know whether the cos(θij) is positive or negative by calculating whether
(Pij − Pi − Pj) is positive or negative, there are only two possibilities: θij = φij or
θij = −φij .
In Case 1, the received power will be as follows:
Pij(ρij) = Pi + Pj + 2
√
PiPjcos(θij + φij). (5)
i) If θij = φij , we will have Pij(ρij) = Pi + Pj + 2
√
PiPjcos(θij + θij), and since
cos(2θ) ≤ cos(θ) when |θ| ≤ π
2
, compared to equation 2, we have Pij(ρij) ≤ Pij .
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ii) On the other hand, if θij = −φij , we will have Pij(ρij) = Pi +Pj + 2
√
PiPjcos(θij−
θij), and since cos(0) ≥ cos(θ), we have Pij(ρij) ≥ Pij .
In Case 2, following the similar deduction in Case 1, we have Pij(ρij) ≤ Pij when
θij = φij , and Pij(ρij) ≥ Pij when θij = −φij .
3.4.1.3 Reduced Complexity
The time complexity of dealing with ambiguity in FewerPhases is thus reduced to (n −
1)ChannelEstTime. Thus, the total time complexity for FastBeam is reduced to (3n −
2)ChannelEstTime.
3.4.2 FewerAntennas (heuristic)
When measuring h, a large diversity in the magnitude of channel gains across antennas
can be observed from time to time. While the antennas corresponding to the channels
with poor magnitude do not help a lot in performance improvement, the time complexity
of calculating the optimal beamformer weight of each channel is the same. Thus, it is
reasonable to stop using the antennas corresponding to the channels with a poor magnitude
and hence save on the time complexity. FewerAntennas adaptively reduces the number
of antennas used, and hence reduces the time complexity.
3.4.2.1 Description
FewerAntennas first performs single channel estimation and gets the Pi for each antenna,
and sorts them according to their power. Without loss of generality, we assume that P0 ≥
P1 ≥ P2 · · · ≥ Pn. Then FewerAntennas determines the number of antennas to use, nant,
using the following equation:







where argk min(Statement) returns the smallest k that satisfy the Statement, and α < 1
is a threshold which guarantees that the received power is at least a fraction α of the total
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power.
After determining the number of in-use antennas nant, the rest of the FastBeam algo-
rithm is same as that of FewerPhases, but with a reduced set of antennas.
3.4.2.2 Justification
Although using fewer antennas will decrease the maximum possible received power, the
reduction in time complexity can reduce the estimation error for h, which results in better
performance. As mentioned in section 3.3, using equation (2) and assuming Pi = Pj ,






(cos θe− 1). Thus, θe = 30 will result in only−6.69% degradation from optimal received
power, while θe = 100 will result in −58.68%. Therefore, there is a large opportunity to
decrease the degradation by sacrificing the maximum possible received power and reducing
the time complexity. For example, assuming α = 0.8, and due to the reduction in time
complexity, we could have θe ≤ 30 degrees when using FewerAntennas. The degradation
of FewerAntennas is at most α × (1 − 6.69%) − 1 = −25.35%. On the other hand,
SimpleBeam could have θe = 100 degrees and result in a −58.68% degradation. In this
example, the received power of FewerAntennas is 1.8x better than SimpleBeam.
3.4.2.3 Reduced Complexity
The time complexity of tandemly activation and ambiguity resolution are both reduced to
(nant − 1)ChannelEstTime. Thus, the total time complexity is reduced to (n + 2nant −
2)ChannelEstTime.
3.4.3 ZeroPhase (heuristic)
Although FewerAntenna decreases the time complexity by a certain amount, to deal with
environments having a high variance of channel conditions, it is desirable to have an algo-
rithm that has even less time complexity, at the cost of accuracy. ZeroPhase is a heuristic
algorithm that attempts to construct the beam pattern without even computing the exact
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channel phase θij . It simply set up the beamformer in a way that the signal on each antenna
are constructive rather than destructive to the signal of the reference antenna (i.e. antenna
0).
3.4.3.1 Description
ZeroPhase first carries out the singly and tandemly activated channel estimations to get
Pi and Pi0 for each antenna. Then, for each antenna i, i 6= 0, if Pi +P0 > Pi0, the phase of
wi is set as π; else, the phase of wi is set as 0.
3.4.3.2 Justification
Since Pi0 = Pi + P0 + 2
√
PiP0cos(θi0), if |θi0| > π2 , we will have Pi + P0 > Pi0. By
setting the phase of wi as π, the received power of the two antenna will become Pi0 =
Pi+P0 +2
√
PiP0cos(θi0 +π), and since cos(θi0 +π) > 0, which will make Pi+P0 < Pi0,
the destructive effect of the two signals becomes constructive. On the other hand, if we
already have Pi + P0 < Pi0, we will simply set the phase of wi as 0 to keep it constructive.
Further, we use the equation: 1
2
(cos θ − 1) from section 3.3 to estimate the degradation
of ZeroPhase. Since ZeroPhase always control the signal to be constructive, the θe is




− 1) = −50.00%; compared to the
possible−58.68% degradation in SimpleBeam, the received power of ZeroPhase is 1.2x
better in the worst case.
3.4.3.3 Reduced Complexity
Since ZeroPhase only needs to carry out the singly and tandemly activated channel esti-
mations, the total time complexity is reduced to (2n− 1)ChannelEstTime.
3.4.4 FingerPrint (heuristic)
Beyond the strategies discussed so far, with historical information about the environment,
the time complexity can be reduced even further. FingerPrint is a heuristic algorithm
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that uses the pre-measured, recorded (fingerprint fk, beamformer wk) pairs to set up the
beamformer w. The fingerprint f is a sequence of received power values that reflect the
characteristics of the channel gain h. The algorithm measures the fingerprint f of the
current channel gain h, compares it with previously recorded fingerprints fk, and then uses
the corresponding recorded beamformer wk if there is a match in the fingerprint.
3.4.4.1 Description
FingerPrint will first measure the fingerprint f = (P0, P01, P02, · · · , P0n) of the current
channel gain h, and search among its data base of fingerprints (fk, wk). If there is a match,
i.e. there is a fk having similar characteristic as f , FingerPrint sets the beamformer as
wk; otherwise the algorithm will run FewerPhase and record the resulting fingerprint and
beamformer pattern (f , w). The matching function is: |f − fk|. If the value of matching
function is smaller than a threshold β, there is a match.
3.4.4.2 Justification
Each channel gain h will have its own fingerprint f . If h 6= h′, the probability that f = f ′ is
very small. Since the fingerprint f contains the power level of reference antenna P0 = |h0|2
and the P0i = |h0 + hi|2, f captures the channel phase difference θ0i between h0 and hi.
Assume that there are kp possible level of channel power gain |hi| and 360 possible degree
of channel phase arg(hi). That is, there are kp × 360 possible value of hi. According
to equation (3), given values of P ′0i, P0 = P
′
0, and Pi = |hi|2, there are only two possible
values for θ0i that make P0i = P ′0i. Assuming uniform distribution of channel phase arg(hi)
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Algorithm 1 FastBeam algorithm
INPUT:
V = variable indicating the level of RSSI variance at client. The value of V could be “Low”, “Medium”, or
“High”.
ALGORITHM:
1: for each update cycle or request for update from client do
2: f = Fingerprint Measurement();
3: w = Recorded Pattern.match(f );
4: if w != NULL then
5: jump to line 14;
6: else if V == “Low” then
7: w = FewerPhase(f );
8: Recorded Pattern.record(f ,w);
9: else if V == “Medium” then
10: w = FewerAntennas(f );
11: else if V == “High” then
12: w = ZeroPhase(f );
13: end if
14: set up w;
15: end for
and




If n = 8, kp = 10, Pr(f = f ′|f ′,h 6= h′) < 10−15.
Therefore, if we measured the current fingerprint f and infer that f = f ′, there is a high
probability that h = h′. If the pair (f ′, w′) was recorded earlier, the beamformer w′ can
be applied. Since there always exists a little variance in the measurement values of power,
FingerPrint does not strictly require that f = fk. As long as the difference |f − fk| is
smaller than a preset threshold, FingerPrint infers them to be equal.
3.4.4.3 Reduced Complexity
Since FingerPrint only needs to carry out one single activation and the tandemly acti-
vated channel estimation, the total time complexity is reduced to nChannelEstTime if there
is a match. If there is no match, the time complexity will be the same as FewerPhase.
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3.5 FastBeam Solution
We now present the details of FastBeam solution composed of the four algorithms de-
scribed in Section 3.4. We consider one AP equipped with multiple antennas and one
off-the-shelf client with an Omni antenna. The pseudo code for FastBeam is presented in
Algorithm 1.
FastBeam is an algorithm that requires client participation. However, the client par-
ticipation is minimal and is purely in software. Since it is necessary to carry out smaller
time complexity algorithms when channels change rapidly, FastBeam selects among the
four algorithms based on the variance of RSSI measured by the client. Based on the RSSI
records over time, the client reports the rate of change of its RSSI values using a three-level
indicator: “High,” “Medium,” and “Low.” The level of variance V is sent to the AP peri-
odically or when the client wants to trigger an update of the beamformer w if the RSSI is
smaller than a threshold.
The AP performs the FastBeam algorithm periodically or when it receives an ex-
plicit request from the client. Since we always have excellent performance when there is
a match in FingerPrint, here we design and implement FastBeam to use the recorded
beamformer w whenever there is a match. A more careful design could carry out an RSSI
measurement for the matched beamformer w to see if the performance is satisfiable, and
decide not to use the matched beamformer w if the measured RSSI is low.
Algorithm 1 combines the four algorithms in a way that optimally utilizes the common
channel estimation values among the four algorithms (lines 7, 10, and 12 utilize the channel
estimation values in f = (P0, P01, P02, · · · , P0n)). FastBeam first measures the finger-
print f of the current channel, and sees if there is a match (lines 1-3). If there is a match, it
uses the corresponding beamformer w (lines 4 to 5). If there is no match in FingerPrint
(or the matched beamformer w is not satisfiable), an algorithm among the rest three will be
selected according to the level of the variance V reported by the client. If V is “High,” the
base station performs the ZeroPhases algorithm, which has the lowest time complexity
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(line 12); if V is “Medium,” the base station performs the FewerAntennas algorithm (line
10); and if var is “Low,” the base station performs the FewerPhases algorithm. When
FewerPhases is carried out, it records the resulting beamformer w with the measured
fingerprint f (lines 7 and 8). The database of FingerPrint can be set up previously by
carrying out dedicated training or purely learned during the operation. The timely learning
of the fingerprint database makes FastBeam adaptive to the environment.
3.6 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we use implementations of the FastBeam and SimpleBeam algorithms
on an experimental multi-antenna AP platform called Phocus Array([14]) for performance
comparison.
We implement the FastBeam and SimpleBeam algorithms on the Phocus Array
([14]) platform that has eight programmable antennas. The Phocus Array platform acts
as an AP, and the server (controller) is a PC that directly connects to the AP. An off-the-
shelf client wirelessly connects to the AP. We compare the throughput performance using
iperf sessions between the client and the server under different situations. The CPU of the
AP is XScale-Ixp42x with BogoMIPS equal to 532.48, and the CPU of the server is Intel
Pentium 4 2.80GHz; the memory of the AP and the server are 128MB and 1GB, respec-
tively. The experiment is carried out in a typical office environment. Since the possible
movement of a client is composed of linear movement and rotation, we set up experiments
when the client is moving in a straight line and when it is rotating. Also, since the change
in the environment is typically caused by people, we set up experiments when people are
crossing the LOS between the client and the AP periodically. Most of the indoor environ-
ments are combinations of these situations.
Fig. 4(a) shows the throughput ratio of SimpleBeam and FastBeam compared to
Omni under different rates of client mobility. In this scenario, the client moves at a certain
speed along a line trajectory back and forth. FastBeam outperforms SimpleBeam due to
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Table 2: Memory and CPU usage of each algorithm
Algorithm Memory(%) CPU(%)
AP Srv AP Srv
SimpleBeam 0.53 0.66 1.52 0.09
FastBeam 0.53 0.64 0.78 0.05
FingerPrint 0.53 0.61 0.49 0.03
ZeroPhase 0.53 0.61 0.26 0.02
FewerAntennas 0.53 0.63 0.48 0.03
FewerPhase 0.53 0.64 0.59 0.03
the decrease in time complexity. The improvement increases with the mobility speed (from
1.24x to 1.42x). Fig. 4(b) shows the throughput ratio of the two algorithms compared
to Omni under different frequencies of LOS blocking by an interfering object. In this
scenario, the client is static, and there is a human passing through the LOS between the
client and the AP every few seconds. FastBeam again outperforms SimpleBeam, and
the improvements are from 1.27x to 1.78x. Note that FastBeam performs better even
when the passing frequency is 0. This is because h has small changes even under static
environment, which could be observed in Fig. 3. Thus, FastBeam could get benefit
from its smaller time complexity even when the environment is static. Fig. 4(c) shows the
throughput ratio of the two algorithms compared to Omni under different rates of client
rotation. In this scenario, the client is put on a platform, and it rotates at a fixed speed.
FastBeam outperforms SimpleBeam, and the improvement increases with the rotation
speed (from 1.27x to 1.67x). As shown in Fig. 4, FastBeam outperforms SimpleBeam
under each situation due to the adaptive selection among the four algorithms that could lead
to a good trade-off between time complexity and accuracy.
3.6.1 Micro Performance
We now present the throughput performance of the four algorithms, which together com-
pose the FastBeam algorithm. As can be seen in Fig. 5(a), FewerPhases performs
better than SimpleBeam in every environment. FingerPrint performs very well when
there is a match, and the performance reduces to the same level as FewerPhases when
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there is no match. Thus, overall FingerPrint performs better than FewerPhases, and
we can see that the fingerprint matching strategy does work.
The performance of FewerAntennas is rather dynamic because it depends more on
the characteristics of the amplitude of the channel gain h than the rate of client mobility. If
the amplitude of the channel gains h is much larger on certain channels, FewerAntennas
can achieve close to the optimal received power with much less time complexity, which
leads to better improvement. On the other hand, if the amplitude of the channel gains h
is almost the same on each channel, FewerAntennas will have less improvement. The
ZeroPhase performance is even more dynamic since its performance heavily depends on
the phase difference θij of the channel gain h. If θij is closer to 0 or π, ZeroPhase will
perform much better; on the other hand, if θij is close to π2 , ZeroPhase will perform sub-
optimal. However, because of the reduction in time complexity, ZeroPhase has better
performance than SimpleBeam when the moving speed becomes larger than 1.0m/s.
Figure 5(b) shows the time required to perform each algorithm. As can be seen, com-
bining the four algorithms, FastBeam is about 2x faster than SimpleBeam on average
and 4x when there is a match.
3.6.2 Overheads/Complexities
Table 2 shows the CPU and memory usage of each algorithm on AP and the server (Srv).
As can be seen, the CPU and memory usage of all algorithms are both very small. The
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Figure 5: Performance of each algorithm
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CHAPTER IV
SCHEDULED WIFI: ALGORITHMS FOR CONTROLLABILITY
IN FUTURE-PROOFING NETWORKS
4.1 Introduction
Most WiFi deployments today use the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) mode of
the IEEE 802.11 standard [20]. The DCF mode of operation is simple and scalable and
requires a participating node to listen to the channel and make contention decisions purely
on locally available information. The contention algorithm, in turn, is controlled by a
set of parameters including the maximum contention window that are adaptively adjusted
based on local information. While the approach is simple and scalable, the goal of DCF
is to achieve coarse-level fairness and efficiency in the network. Any finer-level goals are
beyond the scope of DCF.
The IEEE 802.11 Point Coordination Function (PCF) mode, on the other hand, relies
on centralized scheduling by the Access Point (AP) [20]. Theoretically, the scheduling
algorithm at the AP can be arbitrarily defined. The problems with PCF are two-fold: i)
it uses a polling process that incurs substantial overheads, especially under dynamic load
conditions, and ii) the standard does not specify how APs should coordinate with each other
to prevent collisions across cells.
There have been interests lately on the problem of achieving the benefits of centralized
scheduling while retaining the simplicity and scalability benefits of distributed operations1
[29]. The benefits of centralized scheduling are the following:
• Predictability: Applications and services that require predictable service can expect
1In a related domain, Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) aim to accomplish a similar goal (e.g., Open-
Flow [12]).
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to receive it in a setting with centralized scheduling. The central scheduler has com-
plete control over what is transpiring in the network, and hence provide assurances.
• Differentiation: Applications and services can be provided with different resource
allocations depending on their requirements. While there are distributed approaches
to accomplish this goal (e.g., IEEE 802.11e [20, 73, 39]), they are quite coarse in the
differentiation they provide.
• Efficiency: Finally, in environments where operational efficiency is an issue (e.g., in
high-density WiFi deployments), centralized scheduling can lead to higher efficien-
cies.
On the other hand, the advantages of purely distributed operations are the lack of a
single point of failure or bottleneck, scalability with the number of nodes, and backward
compatibility with how WiFi is predominantly used today [8].
The context of this chapter is this bridge between centralized scheduling and purely
distributed operations. We focus on how to enable the controllability of WiFi networks
without compromising their scalability. We ask the following question: Can the goals of
centralized scheduling be achieved using purely distributed operations? To achieve this
aim, we introduce a MAC protocol called “Rhythm”.
4.2 WiFi DCF - A Primer
The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) mode of IEEE 802.11 ([20]) is a Carrier
Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) MAC protocol. It belongs to the listen before talk family
of protocols. Before a transmitter node (Tx) transmits, it senses the channel to determine if
there are other nodes transmitting. If the channel is busy, the Tx 2 defers until the channel
becomes idle. If the channel is idle for a specified duration (the DCF InterFrame Space
(DIFS)), the Tx infers the channel to be idle and randomly selects a backoff number in [0,
2In this thesis, we use Tx to refer transmitter node and Rx to refer receiver node.
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PIFS








Figure 6: Timeline of DCF transmission
cw], where cw is the contention window. Then, the Tx counts down the backoff number in
terms of backoff slots. If the channel becomes busy before the backoff timer expires, the
Tx freezes its backoff and defers until the channel becomes idle again. Otherwise, the Tx
transmits when the backoff number becomes zero. If the DATA transmission is successfully
received, the receiver node (Rx) sends an ACK after a Short InterFrame Space (SIFS)
duration. Fig. 6 shows the timeline for a DCF transmission. An optional mechanism,
exchanging short control frames (RTS and CTS frames) before the data transmission, can
be used to decrease the probability and impact of collisions but is rarely used due to its
associated overheads.
4.3 Problem Definition
The goal of Rhythm is achieving scheduled WiFi with minimum overhead. Let us consider
multiple infrastructure WLANs, containing n nodes, all using the same channel. In these
WLANs, a central controller communicates with all APs. After gathering network-wide
information (only macro-level information such as client lists from APs, not the queue
status, is gathered), the central controller determines a target schedule S = {s0, · · · , sk−1},
where si ∈ N = {0, · · · , n − 1} indicates the scheduled node ID in position i. (Note that
the length of schedule k can be larger than the number of nodes n if a node is scheduled
multiple times.) S is delivered to all nodes through the APs. With S, how can nodes in
these networks efficiently contend distributedly (without any other communication with the
central controller) to follow the transmission order in S?
At a high-level, Rhythm involves changes to the contention mechanism in the 802.11
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Table 3: List of Rhythm algorithms
Section Algorithm Considered Scenario
4.4.1 Rhythm-Base Fully connected topology, nodes are usually backlogged
4.4.2 Rhythm-Shrink Fully connected topology, having non-backlogged nodes
4.4.3 Rhythm-Clique Partially connected topology, having non-backlogged nodes
4.4.4 Rhythm Backward compatibility, other practical considerations
DCF. A Rhythm node listens to the ongoing transmissions and determines a virtual sched-
ule pointer within S. It then contends based on the relative distance between the virtual
pointer and its position within S. The non-trivial aspects of the Rhythm solution lie in
how work conservation is achieved in the presence of non-backlogged nodes (Note that the
queue status is unknown to the central controller) and how partial connectivity (i.e., nodes
cannot overhear each other) are handled.
In the following section, we start with the simplest scenario and consider each problem
gradually, as listed in Table 3.
4.4 Rhythm: Scheduled-WiFi using Distributed Contention
4.4.1 Baseline algorithm
Consider a scenario in which all nodes are in the transmission range of one another (i.e.,
a fully connected topology), and all nodes are usually backlogged. To make nodes follow
the target schedule, we introduce a logic concept: the virtual schedule pointer.
4.4.1.1 Virtual schedule pointer
To follow a common schedule, nodes must be synchronized. Although the most straightfor-
ward way is time synchronization, fine-grained time synchronization can be difficult. Thus,
Rhythm achieves scheduled WiFi by synchronizing nodes in a “logical schedule position,”
in which each node in the network maintains a virtual schedule pointer, Pos, that points to
the current logical position in the schedule. If the values of Pos in all nodes are the same
(i.e., they are synchronized), the nodes follow the target schedule by adjusting the back-
off number. For example, let’s assume that three nodes X, Y, and Z and a target schedule
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S = {s0 = X, s1 = Y, s2 = Z} initially do a random backoff (the same way as DCF), and
one node (assuming Y) wins the contention and transmits successfully. After hearing the
successful transmission of Y, all nodes (including Y) update the virtual schedule pointer to
1. Then, instead of continuing the random backoff, Z sets its backoff number by calculat-
ing D = pos(Z) − Pos = 2 − 1 = 1, where pos(Z) is the scheduled position of Z. Since
D = 1, which means Z is the first node after Y, Z sets backoff number to 0, which makes
it immidiately transmit after Y. Generalizing this concept, nodes use ((D − 1) mod k) as
its backoff number, where k is the lenght of S. Similarly, X sets its backoff number to 1,
and Y sets its backoff number to 2. If Z transmits, X resets its backoff number to 0 after
overhearing the transmission of Z (Pos = 2, pos(X)−Pos− 1 = 0 mod 3). If Z does not
transmit, X starts transmission when its backoff timer expires (X only waits for 1 backoff
slot). Such a mechanism allows nodes to follow the target schedule without additional time
synchronization. Employing this mechanism, we develop a baseline algorithm of Rhythm:
Rhythm-Base.
4.4.1.2 Algorithm
We assume that target schedule S = {s0, · · · , sk−1} is known to all nodes in the net-
work. All nodes maintain synchronization state ST and record RC = {r0 ∈ N
⋃
{Col}},
where r0 represents the most recent transmission, and Col represents a collision. Algo-
rithm 2 illustrates position synchronization (UpdatePos) and schedule matching (Match-
Sch) of Rhythm-Base. Initially, every node does random backoff when RC is empty.
Upon a successful transmission, the nodes update Pos to a position in S that matches
RC. The update mechanism depends on the current synchronization state ST , which has
two states: RAN and SY N . If ST == RAN , which indicates the lack of synchronization
before this transmission, the nodes update Pos to the smallest matched position in S. If
ST == SY N , nodes start from previous Pos and update Pos to the nearest matched po-
sition in S. After updating, each node sets the backoff number to ((D − 1) mod k), where
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D = posnearest(sself )− Pos and posnearest(sself ) is the nearest scheduled position of each
node. If a collision occurs, ST is reset to RAN , and the nodes perform a random backoff,
just as they did in DCF. If a node hears a new transmission before the backoff timer expires,
it updates Pos and resets the backoff number. Otherwise, when the backoff timer expires,
the node transmits, records its transmission, and updates Pos.
Rhythm-Base is simple, proffers weighted fairness, as indicated in the target sched-
ule, and yields near-optimal channel utilization: i) It wastes only one backoff slot (9µs in
802.11g) if a scheduled node does not transmit, ii) it causes no collisions when all nodes
are synchronized, iii) it requires only one successful transmission for convergence in Pos.
(Matching transmissions to the smallest position after collision avoids ambiguity when
some nodes are scheduled multiple times.) Also, because of its fast convergence property,
Rhythm-Base is robust against disturbances such as the packet error or loss of ACKs (both
recorded as Col). Note that although Rhythm utilizes overheard transmissions, the active
listening time is the same as that of DCF.
4.4.1.3 Overhead estimation
The use of Rhythm-Base introduces two overheads:
• The overhead of broadcasting the target schedule: Every node needs to know the
target schedule S. S can be placed into a beacon every few seconds. The extra time
for sending S is Ts = k×lRb , where l is the length of the MAC address, k the schedule
length, and Rb the sending rate of beacons. The overhead is Os = TsTp , where Tp is the
period of updating the target schedule. If Rb = 6Mbps, k = 100, and Tp = 100ms,
the overhead of broadcasting the target schedule is only Os = 0.8%, which is very
low even when we have a long schedule and update it frequently.
• The overhead of re-synchronization resulting from packet error and collision: As-
suming Pcol is the probability of having a packet collision when n nodes contend




2: if r0 ==Col ‖ |RC| == 0 then
3: set RC = {Col}
4: ST = RAN
5: return, and do regular random backoff as DCF





11: set RC = {r0} . clear old record
12: ST = SY N
13: set backoff number=(posnearest(sself )− Pos− 1) mod k
14: end function
15: function MATCHSCH(prevPos)
16: j = (prevPos+ 1) mod k
17: while True do
18: if sj == r0 then
19: return j
20: end if
21: j = (j + 1) mod k
22: end while
23: end function
and collisions in DCF is Oe = (1− Pcol)Perr + Pcol. In Rhythm, 1 successful trans-
mission can gain synchronization and avoid collisions, so the overhead in Rhythm
is




If Perr = 1% and Pcol = 15%, then Oe = 15.85% in DCF and Oe ≤ 1.18% in
Rhythm.
4.4.1.4 Limitations of the baseline algorithm
Although Rhythm-Base yields near-optimal channel utilization with low overhead, it can-
not perform well in the following situations:
• Non-backlogged nodes lead to inefficiency: In Rhythm-Base, one backoff slot (9µs)
is wasted when a scheduled node does not transmit. When many nodes are contin-
uously non-backlogged, the performance of Rhythm-Base might be worse than that
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of DCF.
• Partial connectivity leads to a lack of information: Rhythm-Base achieves position
synchronization by overhearing transmissions. Thus, if nodes are located outside the
transmission range of the other nodes (i.e., hidden terminals), they do not overhear
transmissions, and Rhythm-Base may not achieve position synchronization.
In the following subsections, we propose mechanisms that deal with these situations.
4.4.2 Work conservation with non-backlogged nodes
Non-backlogged nodes generate idle slots, leading to inefficiency. Instead of informing the
central controller to change the target schedule, which causes extra overhead and experi-
ences the delay between central entity and APs, we introduce a Shrinking mechanism in
Rhythm (Rhythm-Shrink), in which nodes distributedly adjust the schedule.
4.4.2.1 Schedule shrinking for non-backlogged nodes
Each node maintains a non-backlogged record: If some scheduled nodes do not transmit,
they are deemed non-backlogged. Non-backlogged nodes are ignored in backoff calcu-
lation and schedule-matching algorithms; that is, the schedule shrinks among these non-
backlogged nodes. Schedule shrinking reduces idle slots and thus avoids the inefficiency
caused by non-backlogged nodes. However, when nodes receive new packets, how do they
get back on schedule? One simple way is to generate a collision that stops schedule shrink-
ing. However, if 30 nodes are non-backlogged and only one of them receives new packets,
a collision and 29 idle slots (261µs) is generated every time a node gets back on schedule.
Thus, we introduce an efficient insertion mechanism that reinserts nodes on the schedule.
4.4.2.2 Mirrored collisions during insertions
If non-backlogged nodes exist, 1 backoff slot, referred to as an insert slot, is left at the
end of each schedule cycle for these nodes to win the contention and start a transmission,
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Figure 7: Timeline of mirror insertion
which stops schedule shrinking among the nodes. If only one node is inserted, it is recorded
as backlogged when its transmission is heard. However, how can several non-backlogged
nodes be simultaneously inserted using only one backoff slot? We introduce “mirror in-
sertion,” which generates two customized collisions for efficiently inserting multiple nodes
simultaneously.
The main goal of mirror insertion is to determine an instant insertion order at which
point all inserting nodes will be inserted so that no time is wasted waiting for non-backlogged
nodes that are not inserting. Fig. 7 illustrates the timeline of mirror insertion. When nodes
want to insert, they transmit a packet of a specific length (achieved by packet splitting and
aggregating) in the base rate. The length is min pkt + (n − I) × δ, where min pkt is
a predefined minimum packet size known by all nodes, δ the sum of the preamble trans-
mission time and the transmission switching delay and I the order of their first scheduled
position in S. (For example, if S = {0, 3, 1, 3, 2}, the order of the first scheduled position
is {0, 3, 1, 2}, and the insert packet length is min pkt for node 2, and min pkt+ 3× δ for
node 0.) When multiple nodes are inserted simultaneously, a collision occurs. Each insert-
ing node records λi (i ∈ N ), the time from the end of its transmission to the time when the
channel becomes idle. Then, each inserting node transmits at EIFS − DIFS + λi after
the channel becomes idle, creating a second collision, a “mirror image” of the first. After
the first collision, all inserting nodes listen to the channel before transmitting. Since the
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start of each transmission is separated by at least δ, each node can hear the preambles of all
prior transmissions before starting its own. Each node then applies preamble correlations
to the received signal and figures out how many nodes start transmitting before it starts to
transmit during the second collision. This transmission order determines the insertion order
for all inserting nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
The key mechanism of mirror insertion is identifying preambles in a collision using
correlation. A preamble is a pseudo-random sequence that can be identified using correla-
tion, even under high interference. Studies have proven this mechanism valid with multiple
random collided packets [36]. Since mirror collision is designed in a way in which pream-
bles are separated in the integer number of δ (we use 26µs when the preamble transmission
time is 16µs), its identification is even easier.
Mirror insertion does not require fine-grained time synchronization. As long as the
preambles in the second collision are separated far enough for identification, an insertion
order is determined. Since mirror collisions are two collisions withinEIFS, they are easily
recognized and are not treated as regular collisions.
4.4.2.3 Algorithm
Algorithm 3, 4, and 5 illustrate the position synchronization, schedule matching, and back-
off calculation of Rhythm with shrinking mechanism.
In Algorithm 3, mirror collision is recorded as M Coll in RC, and is treated differently
from normal collision (line 2). The non-backlogged record is cleared when the transmission
of a node is heard (line 13) or when ST becomes RAN (line 5).
When determining Pos in Algorithm 4, insertion is recognized by transmissions from
non-backlogged nodes or mirror collisions (line 2), and Pos is set to k during the insertion
process (line 6). Nodes are recorded as non-backlogged if the location of Pos “jump”
among them, which means that they didn’t transmit (line 3 to 5 and line 13 to 15).
Algorithm 5 illustrates the backoff calculation of Rhythm-Shrink. When a non-inserting
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node calculates the backoff number, it skips non-backlogged nodes (line 13) and adds an
insert slot if required (line 14 to 15). Inserting nodes schedule their transmission to the
end of schedule cycle (line 5 to 6). After creating mirror collisions, inserting nodes learn
the insertion order, continue counting the insertion transmissions, and set up the backoff
number accordingly. In line 8, (n front insert) is the number of preambles the node found
before it in the second collision of the mirror collisions. n insert is the number of insertion
transmissions that already happened. Since Pos = k during insertion, non-inserting nodes
will continue adding an extra backoff slot (line 14 to 15), and inserting nodes win the
contention after creating mirror collisions.
Algorithm 3 Rhythm-Shrink
1: function UPDATEPOS
2: if r0 ==Col ‖ |RC| == 0 then . mirror collision M Coll will not be treated as Col
3: set RC = {Col}
4: ST = RAN
5: clear the NonBacklogged record of all nodes
6: return, and do regular random backoff as DCF





12: set RC = {r0}
13: clear the NonBacklogged record of node r0
14: ST = SY N
15: set backoff number=CalBK(Pos)
16: end function
4.4.2.4 Overhead estimation
Mirror collisions result in the main overhead of the shrinking mechanism:
Omirr =




, where Tcol = Tmin pkt+(n−Iavg)×δ is the time spent in each mirror collision, Iavg is the
average minimum first scheduled position of the insert nodes, PinsrtCol is the probability
of having more than two inserting nodes, Tinact is the average period in which a node runs
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Algorithm 4 Match function of Rhythm-Shrink
1: function MATCHSCH(prevPos)
2: if r0 ∈ NonBacklogged ‖ r0 ==M Coll then
3: for i = prevPos+ 1 to k − 1 do




8: j = (prevPos+ 1) mod k
9: while True do
10: if sj == r0 then
11: return j
12: end if
13: if ST == SY N then
14: set sj NonBacklogged
15: end if
16: j = (j + 1) mod k
17: end while
18: end function
Algorithm 5 Backoff Calculation of Rhythm-Shrink
1: function CALBK(Pos)
2: if IsInsterting==False then . node is not inserting
3: Sch Pos=posnearest(sself )
4: else if IsInsterting==True then . node is inserting
5: if InstST==Before Mirror Coll then . before mirror collisions
6: Sch Pos=k
7: else if InstST==After Mirror Coll then . after mirror collisions




12: BK = (Sch Pos−Pos− 1) mod k;
13: BK = BK−NonBkLogCount(Pos,Sch Pos) . skip non-backlogged nodes












Figure 8: Example of three nodes
out of packets, Tsch is the average period of the target schedule, and Tmin pkt is the transmit
time of a packet with size min pkt.
Tcol slightly increases as the number of node increases: If Tmin pkt = 52µs, δ = 26µs,
n = 50, Iavg = 25, PinsrtCol = 1 and dTinactTsch e × Tsch = 50ms, we have Omirr = 2.81%.
If n = 300, Iavg = 150, we have Omirr = 15.81%. Compared to 40%, which results
from collisions when DCF is used with n = 300, this value is still reasonable. The traffic
dynamic and the schedule period also affect Omirr. If Tsch = 200ms or Tinact = 200ms,
Omirr = 3.95% in the n = 300 case.
In summary, the overhead grows only when the three following conditions are satisfied:
i) the number of nodes is large, and ii) traffic is strongly dynamic, and iii) the average
schedule period is short. Because it is unlikely to have both short schedule period and a
significant number of nodes, Rhythm can yield near-optimal channel utilization in most
practical situations with various traffic loads.
4.4.3 Handling partial connectivity
Partial connectivity hinders position synchronization in Rhythm. Instead of transmitting
RTS/CTS, which generates significant overhead, we introduce a Clique mechanism in
Rhythm (Rhythm-Clique).
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4.4.3.1 Separation and connection
The main concept of the Clique mechanism is separating nodes that cannot overhear each
other into different groups. Nodes inside the same group overhear each other. Thus, each
group can operate Rhythm-Shrink by itself. Then, we use nodes that can hear different
groups for connecting groups. We illustrate this concept using an example in Fig.4.4.3,
where nodes 1 and 2 cannot hear each other. The target schedule separates the two nodes
and connect them using node 0: S = {0, 2, 2, 0, 1, 1}. The start and end positions of each
group are the positions of the adjoining connecting nodes (indicated in Fig. 9(a)). When
Pos points to positions inside a group (referred to as active positions), nodes in the group
operate Rhythm-Shrink. Otherwise, they set up a long backoff. After the first successful
transmission of node 0, all nodes have Pos = 0. Node 1 sets up a long backoff, and node
2 transmits twice. Then, node 0 transmits again, which updates Pos = 3. Node 2 sets up
a long backoff, and node 1 transmits twice. Then, node 0 transmits and updates Pos = 0
again. Repeatedly, the nodes follow the schedule even when they cannot overhear each
other. Based on the same concept, we describe the Clique mechanism below.
4.4.3.2 Cliques and Bridges
The Clique mechanism involves a target schedule that separates nodes that cannot overhear
each other into different portions, or Cliques, of the schedule (all nodes inside a Clique
overhear each other) and places “Bridges” to connect the Cliques. The start and end posi-
tions of a Clique are the positions of the adjoining Bridges, which define the active posi-
tions of a Clique. Fig. 9(b) shows a schedule with three Cliques, Ci, four Bridges, Bj , and
start/end positions.
To trigger Pos updates, Bridges should always transmit, and the transmissions of Bridges
must be heard by their adjoining Cliques. Accordingly, Bridges can be set up in three ways:
• Using a node that hears both Cliques: A node that hears both Cliques can act as a
Bridge connecting them.
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• Using nodes from both Cliques that hear each other: shown in Fig. 9(b); after over-
hearing the transmission of B1, the Pos update of C1 is triggered, and B2 transmits
and triggers the Pos update in C2.
• Using nodes from both Cliques that can communicate with each other using the back-
bone: Some nodes can communicate using a backbone connection (such as APs). In
Fig. 9(b), when B2b transmits, it sends a packet containing the transmission time of
its wireless transmission to B3b through the backbone. Based on information carried
in this packet, B3b learns the end time of transmission of B2b, and transmits to trigger
the Pos update in C3.
We can extend the concept of the Clique mechanism to scheduling multiple Cliques that do
not interfere with each other in parallel (Fig. 9(c)).
4.4.3.3 Algorithm
Assume that the conflict graph of WLANs is known by the central controller (The conflict
graph of WLANs can be generated by an online passive interference estimation, PIE [67].
We will give more illustrations in Section 4.4.4). The controller designs the target schedule
S with Cliques and Bridges (each client belongs to at least one Clique formed by its AP
and itself). Since Bridges always need to transmit, only APs are selected as Bridges. If a
Bridge runs out of data packets, it transmits a CTS-to-Self with NAV= 0. The first position
s0 is always a Bridge. After separating nodes into Cliques, the schedule is re-weighted
depending on the requirement. S with information about the Cliques and Bridges is then
delivered to all nodes.
Algorithm 6, 7, and 8 illustrate the position synchronization, schedule matching, and
backoff calculation of Rhythm with Clique mechanism. In Algorithm 6, all nodes (except
s0) set a long backoff time initially (line 2 to 8). s0 starts the first transmission and nodes
update Poswhen they overhear transmissions. If Pos belongs to its active positions, a node
operates as Rhythm-Shrink (line 22 to 23). Otherwise, it sets a long backoff time and waits
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for Pos being triggered to its active positions (line 25). In Algorithm 7, each Clique does
insertion independently. That is, nodes maintain a non-backlogged record only for nodes
in the Clique they belong. Besides, an insert slot is added at the end of each Clique (line 6).




2: if |RC| == 0 then
3: if s0 == sself then
4: start to transmit
5: else
6: set up long time backoff
7: end if
8: end if
9: if r0 ==Col ‖ |RC| == 0 then
10: set RC = {Col}
11: ST = RAN
12: clear the NonBacklogged record of all nodes
13: return, and do regular random backoff as DCF





19: set RC = {r0}
20: clear the NonBacklogged record of node r0
21: ST = SY N
22: if Pos ∈ ActP then
23: set backoff number=CalBK(Pos);
24: else




Rhythm-Clique contains three major overheads:
• Broadcasting extra information and dynamically generating conflict graphs: Similar
to broadcasting S, broadcasting additional information about Cliques and Bridges re-
sult in little overhead. For generating conflict graphs dynamically, we can utilize PIE
[67], which is an online passive interference estimation for WLANs. PIE, which has
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Algorithm 7 Match function of Rhythm-Clique
1: function MATCHSCH(prevPos)
2: if r0 ∈ NonBacklogged ‖ r0 ==M Coll then
3: for i = prevPos+ 1 to k − 1 do




8: j = (prevPos+ 1) mod k
9: while True do
10: if sj == r0 then
11: return j
12: end if
13: if ST == SY N then
14: set sj NonBacklogged
15: end if
16: j = (j + 1) mod k
17: end while
18: end function
Algorithm 8 Backoff Calculation of Rhythm-Clique
1: function CALBK(Pos)
2: if IsInsterting==False then . node is not inserting
3: Sch Pos=posnearest(sself )
4: else if IsInsterting==True then . node is inserting
5: if InstST==Before Mirror Coll then . before mirror collisions
6: Sch Pos= EndPosClique
7: else if InstST==After Mirror Coll then . after mirror collisions




12: BK = (Sch Pos−Pos− 1) mod k;
13: BK = BK−NonBkLogCount(Pos,Sch Pos) . skip non-backlogged nodes






20: return the number of non-backlogged nodes between position p1 and p2
21: end function
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very low overhead, fast convergence time, and fine-grained interference estimation,
can handle mobile clients at walking speed (0.25 m/s).
• Transmitting CTS-to-self packets: The overhead of transmitting CTS-to-self packets
is OB = PAP×nB×CTSTsch , where nB is the number of Bridges, PAP the probability that
a Bridge (which is also an AP) runs out of packets, CTS the transmission time of a
CTS packet, and Tsch the average period of the schedule cycle. Typically, because
the downlink traffic is heavy [66], PAP is small; since k ≥ n >> nB, Tsch >>
nB × CTS. Thus, OB is small.
• Backbone transmission delay between Bridges: The overhead introduced by delay in
the backbone is Od = d×nBdTsch , where d is the average delay deviation between two
Bridges and nBd the number of Bridges that communicate through the backbone.
Consider k = 30 and nBd = 2, Od = 9.17%, even when d = 0.5ms. (The average
delay d between two APs with one switch is 0.1ms with a standard deviation of
0.09ms [23].)
4.4.4 Other challenges and considerations
4.4.4.1 System architecture
Fig. 10 shows the system architecture of WiFi networks operating Rhythm. The system
architecture of WiFi networks operating Rhythm contains a central controller that period-
ically communicates with these networks. The central controller can be a WiFi controller
or a server set up in the cloud. WiFi network information, such as the conflict graph and
the client list, are periodically sent to the central controller. The conflict graph can be ob-
tained by using PIE [67], and the client list can be monitored by each AP. Protocols such
as CAPWAP [18] and LWAPP [19] allow APs to communicate with a central controller.
Based on the collected information, the central controller determines the target schedule S
with Cliques and Bridges and delivers it to all nodes through APs.
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4.4.4.2 Schedule updates and membership changes
The update of S is indicated by a sequence number carried in ACK sent by AP (ACK
contains four unused bits [20]). If nodes receive or overhear a new sequence number, they
switch to using non-Rhythm duration until they receive or overhear the new S from AP.
When a node wishes to join a network, it first tries to overhear S from the APs, and then
uses the non-Rhythm period for registration. Note that since Rhythm automatically shrinks
the schedule, a delay in updating the target schedule does not decrease channel utilization.
4.4.4.3 Scheduling decision
Currently, the central controller simply uses greedy algorithms to locate Cliques in the
conflict graph and places all nodes on the target schedule. However, since Rhythm controls
relative scheduling and weighted fairness, with more intelligent scheduling decisions, it is
possible for Rhythm to solve other MAC issues, such as QoS, energy-efficient, and higher
layer traffic aware scheduling. In future work, we will explore the potential application of
Rhythm in other MAC issues.
4.5 Evaluation
In this section, we present experimental results carried out by WARP and use ns2 simula-
tions to evaluate each mechanism in Rhythm.3 Then, we compare Rhythm to a closed re-
lated work, Domino [78]. Table 5 shows the simulation parameters, which follows 802.11g.
4.5.1 WARP experiments
We implement Rhythm in a software-defined radio platform: the Wireless Open-Access
Research Platform (WARP) v3 [15]. We set up a fully connected topology in a typical in-
door environment with three WARP nodes (Figure 11), one that acts as an AP, and the other
two that act as clients, operating in 5.18GHz with 54Mbps data transmission rate. Iperf is
3Since the WiFi backoff timer duration is “lazily calculated” in ns-3 [11], and the backoff timer is vital
for Rhythm, we evaluate Rhythm using ns-2.
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Table 4: Throughput comparison of Rhythm and DCF in experiments






Table 5: ns-2 parameters
Parameter Value
Frame size 1500byte
Basic transmission rate 6Mbps





used to generate UDP traffic with frame size 1500byte. Table 4 shows the throughput of
each link (two uplinks and two downlinks) from the experimental evaluation. Rhythm pro-
duces a throughput which is 95% of the theoretical optimal (36Mbps) and better fairness
than DCF (the target schedule S is: {AP, client1, AP, client2}). The two uplinks (link 2
and 4) have slightly better throughput in DCF. It is because DCF roughly gives each node
the same access rate, which gives each node approximately 1
3
access rate. Rhythm gives







, links 2 and 4 get slightly higher throughput in DCF. Given the limited number of
hardware, the throughput difference between Rhythm and DCF is not large. In scenarios
with more nodes in the following sections, large improvement will occur. We consider
these experimental results as a proof of concept and evaluate the performance of Rhythm
in more complicated situations using ns-2 simulations.
4.5.2 Baseline algorithm
Fig. 12 shows the time usage (channel utilization) of Rhythm in a topology with 20 nodes
(all nodes are backlogged, and the topology is fully connected). As expected, Rhythm
spends almost no time in collision or backoff idle, and the small portion of idle time results
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from Interframe Space (IFS), which is an unavoidable protocol overhead, yielding chan-
nel utilization of almost 90%. Compared to DCF, Rhythm leads to 20% improvement in
channel utilization. We also examine the ability of Rhythm to provide weighted fairness.
Using the same topology, we randomly assign schedule weights to each node and calculate
the weighted Jain’s fairness index. Fig. 13 shows that Rhythm produces correct weighted
fairness as indicated in the target schedule.
4.5.3 Shrinking mechanism
We examine the shrinking mechanism of Rhythm using fully-connected topologies and
a variety of traffic. First, we present the performance of Rhythm-Base at determining
the effect of the shrinking mechanism in a topology with 50 nodes. The two APs are
always backlogged, and the clients are randomly backlogged periodically during a certain
percentage of the time. In Fig. 14, while the channel utilization of Rhythm-Base decreases
as the average backlogged time decreases, Rhythm maintains channel utilization.
4.5.4 Clique mechanism
To examine the performance of the Clique mechanism of Rhythm, we design various
topologies and traffic loads. Since the overhead of the mechanism is not obvious when the
number of nodes is large, we decrease the number of nodes to 30. Two APs are located in
the center act as Bridges; we change the locations of the clients to create hidden terminals.
All nodes are continuously backlogged. Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) show channel utilization
and fairness under varied percentages of nodes suffering from hidden terminal problems.
With the Clique mechanism, Rhythm yields near-optimal channel utilization and fairness,
as indicated in the target schedule. Next, to examine the overhead of transmitting CTS-
to-self packets, we change the backlogged time percentage of the two APs. As shown in
Fig. 16(a), since n = 30 >> nBarr = 2, the overhead is small even when the backlogged
percentage of APs is 0%. Finally, to estimate the overhead caused by backbone delays,
we separate the two APs and ensure that they cannot hear each other and communicate
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through the backbone. As shown in Fig. 16(b), channel utilization decreases by 9% when
the average backbone delay reaches 0.5ms, which agrees with our overhead estimation.
4.5.5 Comparison with Domino
We compare the performance of Rhythm with closely-related Domino [78]. Since the WiFi
backoff timer duration is “lazily calculated” in ns-3 [11], we evaluate Rhythm using ns-2.
However, as the simulation of Domino is available in only ns-3, we implement Rhythm-
Base (representing Rhythm) in ns-3 and compare it to Domino in a fully connected topol-
ogy (no hidden terminal and no exposed terminal) with all nodes continuously backlogged.
Similar to Rhythm, Domino [78] triggers the next transmission by overheard transmis-
sions. (The batch design in Domino is similar to the Clique mechanism in Rhythm.) While
the target schedule in Rhythm is a high-level transmission order in which nodes have a
certain degree of distributed adjustment (e.g., the shrinking mechanism), the schedule in
Domino is an exact transmission schedule that nodes always follow. Thus, Domino needs
to collect the queue status from all nodes and generates a schedule based on the queue
status. Since the collection of queue status generates certain overheads, the throughput of
Domino is lower than Rhythm, as shown in Fig. 17. The channel utilization of Domino
is 76% while that of Rhythm can reach 88%. Also, since Domino generates a schedule
based on the queue status, the schedule can be biased to flows with a larger queue size,
especially when the batch size is large (i.e., it schedules all packets for flows with a smaller
queue size and thus extra slots for flows with a larger queue size). As indicated in Fig. 18,
when certain flows have a smaller queue size, Domino does not ensure as much fairness as
Rhythm.
4.6 Case-Studies for Applying Rhythm
In this section, we identify 4 scenarios where the implementation of Rhythm provides sig-
nificant performance improvement.
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4.6.1 Efficient high-density WiFi deployments
As the number of WiFi nodes increases, the overall throughput decreases due to collisions.
Wireless node manufacturers like Cisco-Meraki [28] and Ruckus [58] have new designs for
APs to handle high density WiFi networks. They utilize beamforming techniques, central-
ized channel allocation, load balancing and interference-mitigation techniques to improve
channel utilization. These techniques require new hardware and careful deployment of
APs.
Rhythm can help improve the channel utilization in high density WiFi without the re-
quirement of new hardware and the deployment effort. We carry out ns-2 simulations to
evaluate the performance of Rhythm. The central controller fairly schedules each node
in the network. Fig. 19 shows the channel utilization of Rhythm, DCF, and DCF with
RTS/CTS in a topology where different number of nodes randomly deployed in a 500m×500m
area. Two APs locates in the center portion and can be heard by all nodes. All the clients
has random traffic, while the two APs are always backlogged. As shown in Fig. 19,
since Rhythm greatly reduces collisions and contentions by following the target sched-
ule, it achieves good channel utilization even when the number of nodes is as large as 300.
This results also evaluate the overhead of mirror insertions (Equation (7)). Initially, the
channel utilization of Rhythm slightly decreases since Tcol slightly increases as the num-
ber of nodes increases, which increases the overhead of mirror insertions. However, since
Tsch and Tinact also increase as the number of nodes increases, this decrease slows down.
Finally, Rhythm achieves over 200% improvement in channel utilization when the number
of nodes reaches 300.
4.6.2 Power-saving with precise sleep patterns
In order to save power, WiFi nodes can be put to sleep, and many protocols have been
proposed to make nodes efficiently sleep and listen when idle ([31, 41, 40, 77]). Although
WiFi nodes can go to sleep when there is no packet to transmit, nodes need to keep listening
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Table 6: Average power consumption of Nokia N810





to the channel for contention when there are packets in the queue. Table 6 shows the average
power consumption of a WiFi interface ([72]). Since receiving (i.e., listening) consume
rather large power, power consumption when nodes are contending is huge.
Rhythm can decrease the power consumption of contending. Since nodes transmit fol-
lowing a target schedule, the time before its next transmission can be estimated. Thus,
nodes can go to sleep even when there are packets in the queue. If the estimation is too
large, and nodes find themselves being passed after sleeping, it can insert in the end of its
clique. We evaluate the power saving potential of Rhythm using ns-2 simulations under
a simple scenario where nodes always transmit. The power consumption parameters are
in Table 6, and the transition of operation mode (e.g., receive to sleep or sleep to receive)
wastes 50mJ each time. Since nodes always transmit, it is easy to estimate the next trans-
mit time after transmission. Thus, nodes go to sleep after transmission, and wake up 1
transmission time prior to its transmission for updating Pos, and transmit again. Fig. 20(a)
shows the power consumption of each operation per node when operating Rhythm, DCF,
and DCF with RTS/CTS. Although Rhythm spends more power on transition from receive
to sleep and from sleep to receive, the saved power on receive is tremendous. Fig. 20(b)
shows the total power consumption per node of each protocol. It shows that more than
50% of power is saved when using Rhythm. This indicates a promising direction of further
power saving for WiFi nodes when operating Rhythm.
4.6.3 Quality of service with weighted fairness
Weighted fairness for quality of service is an important requirement for many applica-
tions. Since DCF can not provide weighted faireness, mechanisms that focus on supporting
weighted fairness in WiFi networks has been proposed ([56, 24]).
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The schedule driven property of Rhythm makes it easy to achieve weighted fairness in
WiFi networks. The central controller designs the target schedule based on the required
weight, and nodes get the required weight simply by operating Rhythm. We use ns-2
simulation to evaluate the ability of Rhythm to provide weighted fairness. In a topology
with 20 nodes containing 2 APs, we randomly assign schedule weights to each node and
calculate the weighted Jain’s fairness index (i.e., the throughput of each node is divided
by its weight, and then used for calculating Jain’s fairness index). Fig. 21(a) shows that
Rhythm produces correct weighted fairness. We further set up a specific target schedule to
evaluate the short term fairness. The target schedule has 4 nodes with weight 4, 8 nodes
with weight 2, and 8 nodes with weight 1. Fig. 21(b) shows the average throughput of
each node, and the required weight is being followed in average. Fig. 21(c) further shows
the average time between each transmissions for each node, which indicates the short term
weighted fairness. The average time is also inversely propotional to the weight. This shows
that it is possible to give a fine-grained weighted fairness by operating Rhythm.
4.6.4 TCP-aware channel allocation
The sending rate of TCP relies on the feedback of TCP ACK. Thus, improper MAC deci-
sion can lead to unfairness between TCP flows. In WiFi networks, DCF roughly gives equal
transmission probability to each node (not flow). Thus, TCP flows can suffer severe un-
fairness in certain situations. For example, consider a network with one AP and 10 nodes,
each has a TCP uplink flow. While all nodes have the same access rate, AP needs to send
TCP ACK to 10 nodes. Since AP cannot send back ACKs to all nodes efficiently, nodes
receiving ACK earlier will generate higher TCP sending rate than the node receiving ACK
later, which leads to unfairness. Thus, protocols that try to optimize TCP performance from
MAC layer have been proposed in different networks ([54, 34]).
Rhythm can solve this unfairness problem by adjusting the target schedule. Given the
current number of TCP flows in the network, the central controller schedule nodes based
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on the number of flows they contain. We use ns-2 simulations to evaluate the ability of
Rhythm to provide fairness for TCP flows. We set up a topology with two APs and different
number of TCP uplink flows. Fig. 22(a) and 22(b) show the aggregate throughput and Jain’s
fairness index under different number of TCP flows. Since TCP ACK can come back to the
clients in time, Rhythm achieves great fairness with higher aggregate throughput than DCF
and DCF with RTS/CTS. Fig. 22(c) shows a detailed look at a scenario with 26 flows. The
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Figure 10: System architecture of Rhythm
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Figure 22: Protocol awareness of Rhythm
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CHAPTER V
BACKWARD COMPATIBILITY OF SCHEDULED WIFI IN
FUTURE-PROOFING NETWORKS
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we proposed Rhythm, which fulfills benefits of central schedul-
ing by achieving scheduled WiFi. By bridging between centralized scheduling and purely
distributed operations, we answered the following question: Can the goals of centralized
scheduling be achieved using purely distributed operations?
However, Rhythm assumes a perfect environment without legacy nodes. Due to the
more aggressive contention behavior of nodes operating Rhythm compared to legacy nodes,
starvation problems can happen when legacy nodes exist. In this chapter, we present a
solution called Look Who’s Talking (LWT) [62] that achieves scheduled WiFi with better
backward compatilibity. The scope of LWT is restricted to a single collision domain (single




Scheduled WiFi is the notion of making WiFi nodes transmit according to an order specified
in a target schedule S. Fig. 23 shows a possible system architecture for scheduled WiFi
consisting of a central controller and a multi-cell WiFi network. The central controller
(which can either be an on-site controller in an enterprise WiFi deployment or a cloud con-
troller for APs that do not belong to the same administrative domain) communicates with
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all APs in the WiFi network. Protocols such as CAPWAP([18]) and LWAPP([19]) facili-
tate the communication between the APs and the central controller. WiFi-related network
information is sent to the central controller periodically. Based on the collected infor-
mation and other configured policies, the central controller determines a target schedule
S = {s0, · · · , sk−1}, where si = (txi, rxi) indicates the scheduled link in schedule posi-
tion i (txi and rxi are the MAC addresses of the Tx and Rx of the link). The schedule is
then pushed to the nodes in the network through the APs.
We further define a metric called adherence, adh, to measure how well the WiFi nodes
track the prescribed schedule. The transmission pattern of WiFi nodes is T = {t0, · · · , tm−1},
where ti can be a successful transmission ((txi, rxi)) or a transmission without ACK (Col).
We partition T into several regions {T ′0, · · · , T ′l } using ti = Col (Fig. 24) as a separator.
The adherence is adh = 1
m
Σli=0 max{HCC(T ′i , S)}, where HCC is the hamming cross-
correlation function. Note that adh ≥ 0, and adh = 1 means perfect adherence.
The ability to make nodes transmit while following a prescribed schedule has many
benefits. Specifically, the benefits center around predictability of service, efficiency under
heavy load conditions, and weighted differentiation when applications and services require
different resource allocations. More generically, once nodes in a network can be made
to follow a schedule, any MAC problem (e.g. energy-efficient scheduling, transport-layer
aware scheduling, usage-based scheduling, etc.) can now be solved in a much easier fash-
ion since only a centralized solution to the problem needs to be constructed. The output
of the centralized scheduler is simply furnished to the network nodes that then achieve that
schedule.
5.2.2 Scope and Challenges
The focus of LWT is on WiFi networks with a single channel setting and in a single colli-
sion domain, in which any two simultaneous transmissions cause a collision. WiFi network
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Figure 23: System architecture for scheduled WiFi
T
S s0 s1 sk-1
t0 t1 Col tm-1Col Col
(tx,rx) T’0 T’1 T’l
Figure 24: Adherence of a transmission pattern
deployments typically have auto-channel-selection mechanisms (3 to 25 orthogonal chan-
nels depending upon the spectrum used). For a given channel, most networks are practically
either in a single collision domain or are totally disconnected, and hence can operate in-
dependently. We discuss how to extend LWT for multiple collision domains in Section
5.3.5.4 briefly, but leave its in-depth exploration for future work.
Thus, the problem addressed by LWT can be stated as follows. Consider a multi-
cell WiFi network containing n nodes in a single collision domain. The central controller
decides a target schedule S, which is delivered to all nodes. Having S, how can the nodes
achieve scheduled WiFi with minimum overhead? We present below a list of non-trivial
challenges that need to be addressed by any scheduled WiFi solution:
Non-backlogged Nodes: A common problem in scheduled WiFi is to deal with non-
backlogged nodes. When nodes do not always have packets to transmit, it is hard to de-
termine whether to schedule the node. While collecting queue status from all the nodes
is one solution to the problem, this collection incurs non-negligible overheads and delays,
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especially when there are a large number of APs or significant delays between the APs
and the central controller. Thus, it is desirable to deal with non-backlogged nodes without
collecting queue status.
Decodability vs. Detectability: The WiFi PHY layer uses multiple rates for data trans-
missions. Thus, overheard packets cannot always be decoded correctly. This prevents
nodes from fully relying on information from overheard transmissions. To deliver control-
plane information, one possible solution is to use additional signals or control frames,
which in turn increases overheads. Hence, it is desirable to construct a solution to tackle
such non-decodable scenarios while incurring minimal costs.
Partial Connectivity: Due to any partial connectivity caused by network topology or
obstacles, hidden terminals exist even in single collision domains. A well-known solution
to the hidden terminal problem in WiFi is the exchange of RTS/CTS before data transmis-
sions. However, RTS/CTS introduce considerable overheads. Also, the mechanism cannot
solve unfairness problems under certain scenarios (we illustrate this in Section 5.3.4). Thus,
it is desirable to achieve scheduled WiFi even in the presence of hidden terminals.
Backward Compatibility: Since it is unrealistic that all devices in a target deployment
can be updated, backward compatibility is an important property of any newly designed
MAC protocols. Some MAC protocols (e.g., DOMINO [78]) deal with legacy nodes by
separating their transmissions into the different period. This introduces a delay for legacy
nodes and requires extra control overheads. It is thus desirable to construct a solution that
allows legacy nodes to operate normally without additional overheads and delay.
Sleeping Nodes: WiFi radios can be put to sleep to conserve energy. Nodes whose
radios were put to sleep need to be able to rejoin the network and sync with the sched-
ule dynamically. A naive solution is to use a fixed duration for each transmission (e.g.,
DOMINO [78]) so that nodes can use the time elapsed to estimate the current schedule slot
after sleeping. However, WiFi supports multiple rates for data transmissions, and packet
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sizes can vary for different applications. The fixed transmission times require packet ag-
gregation and fragmentation, which in turn introduces extra delays. Hence, it is desirable
to address sleeping while allowing for different transmission durations.
Schedule Changes: It is also important to allow for changes in the target schedule.
Unicasting the schedule to each node on any update is reliable but introduces significant
overheads. Broadcasting the schedule is efficient but can cause problems if the schedule is
not delivered reliably to some nodes. Thus, it is desirable to design a solution that allows
for updates to the target schedule.
In the following section, we start with an idealized scenario that does not have sev-
eral of the above challenges and then progress systematically in presenting a solution that
addresses all the challenges.
5.3 LWT: Scheduled-WiFi using Distributed Contention
5.3.1 Baseline algorithm
Consider a simple scenario with a fully connected topology, in which overheard packets
can be successfully decoded, and nodes are always backlogged. Under this scenario, we
introduce the baseline algorithm of LWT, LWT-Baseline.
5.3.1.1 From Centralized Scheduling to Distributed Contention
Scheduled WiFi is achieved by centralized scheduling protocols through the following steps
on each node: i) access to the target schedule, ii) get the current schedule slot, iii) trigger a
particular transmission, iv) know when the current transmission ends, v) adjust to the next
schedule slot, and get back to step iii). Similarly, LWT achieves scheduled WiFi through
the following steps on each node: i) receive the broadcast of the target schedule, ii) use
“position synchronization” to get the current schedule slot, iii) reuse backoff mechanism
for self-triggering, iv) track transmission completions, v) move the “position pointer” to
the next schedule slot, and get back to step iii). Below, we describe the detail of each step
in LWT.
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(txb,rxb)
Figure 25: Position synchronization
Algorithm 9 LWT-Baseline
1: function POSSYNC
2: if (r0 == Col) or (r0 == Null) then
3: ST=RAND, Pos=Null
4: return










15: i = (prevPos+1) mod k
16: for j = 1 to k do
17: if si == r0 then
18: return i
19: end if




i) Broadcast of Schedule: In LWT, APs broadcast the target schedule S to all nodes.
S can be put into a beacon every few seconds. Broadcasting generates negligible
overheads (the time percentage used to transmit S), which is:
k × 48× 2
Rb × Tp
,
where 48 is the length of a MAC address, k is the length of S, Rb is the sending rate
of beacons, and Tp is the period of updating S. Consider Rb = 6Mbps, k = 100,
and Tp = 1s, the overhead of broadcasting S is only 0.2%. However, broadcasting is
unreliable and can cause a problem if the schedule is not reliably delivered to some
nodes. We will deal with this issue in Section 5.3.5 when considering the issue of
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change to the schedule.
ii) Position Synchronization: In order to follow a schedule, nodes need to know the
current schedule slot. In LWT, this is achieved by synchronization in a schedule
position pointer Pos. Each node in the network maintains a schedule pointer Pos that
points to a position (0 to k − 1) in the schedule; the next position where Pos points
to is the current schedule slot (Fig. 25).
Pos synchronization is achieved by overhearing transmissions. Initially, nodes per-
form random backoff as in DCF. Once a node wins the contention and finishes a
transmission successfully, all nodes learn the MAC addresses of the Rx and Tx of
this transmission through overhearing. Then, all nodes find the smallest position
of this transmission in S, and set Pos to that position. For example, in Fig. 25, the
smallest position of link (txb,rxb) is 1. Matching a link to the smallest position avoids
ambiguity when a link is scheduled multiple times 1. Pos synchronization gives all
nodes a common current schedule slot. After the first synchronization, it is sufficient
to maintain Pos synchronization by incrementing the position of Pos after each trans-
mission. Note that since DCF requires nodes always to listen to the channel for the
backoff mechanism, nodes can track the start and end time of schedule slot. Also,
the active listening time of LWT is the same as that of DCF.
Algorithm 9 illustrates the Pos synchronization of LWT-Baseline. Assume that a
target schedule S = {s0, · · · , sk−1} is known to all nodes in the network. Nodes
record the most recent transmission r0 (Can be its own transmission or an overheard
transmission). r0 ∈ {si}
⋃
Col, where Col represents a transmission without ACK.
Nodes update Pos according to r0 and a synchronization state ST. There are two
states of ST: RAND and SYNC. Initially, ST is RAND. If r0 is Null (never heard any
transmissions) or Col, nodes set ST to RAND and Pos toNull. If r0 ∈ {si} and ST is
1We will talk about how to handle sleep nodes or new nodes in Section 5.3.5.
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RAND, which means there is no Pos synchronization before this transmission, nodes
set Pos to the smallest position matching r0 in S and set ST to SYNC. If r0 ∈ {si}
and ST is SYNC, nodes simply increment the position of Pos by 1 (line 8).
iii) Self-Triggering: The backoff mechanism is used to trigger the transmission of the
current scheduled link. Note that, since nodes need to freeze the backoff timer once
the channel becomes busy, nodes constantly listen to the channel when counting
down the backoff number. Thus, once a new transmission is overheard, a node freezes
the backoff timer, updates Pos, and determines a new backoff number according to
the state ST. If ST is SYNC, it uses Pos to find the current schedule slot. If the node
is scheduled in the current schedule slot, it sets the backoff number to 0. Otherwise,
it sets a large backoff number and waits for Pos update. If ST is RAND, the node
carries out random backoff as DCF.
iv) Transmission Completions: Nodes need to learn the completion of the current trans-
mission to start the next transmission in the schedule. In DCF, nodes always track
the completion of each transmission to start the backoff mechanism. LWT utilizes
the same mechanism to track transmission completions.
v) The Next Schedule Slot: In LWT, nodes go to the next schedule slot simply by incre-
menting the position of Pos by 1.
5.3.1.2 Efficiency Estimation
We give a brief efficiency estimation of LWT-Baseline by estimating the overhead caused
by collisions and packet errors. Assume the success of transmissions when n nodes con-
tend using DCF are independent Bernoulli trials, and Pcol is the probability of having a
collision (failure) for each trial. In LWT-Baseline, one successful transmission achieves
Pos synchronization and avoids collisions. Thus, the average overhead caused by collision
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Figure 26: CS/CCA in a backoff slot
in m transmissions is
Ocol =
(Pcol + · · ·+ (m− 1)P (m−1)col )
m






When m → ∞, Ocol → 0. That is, the overhead is 0 in long term when there is no packet
error. Assume Perr is the packet error rate. The overhead caused by packet errors and
collisions in DCF is Oerr col = (1− Pcol)Perr + Pcol; this overhead in LWT-Baseline is




Considering Perr = 1% and Pcol = 15%, Oerr col = 15.85% in DCF, and Oerr col ≤ 1.18%
in LWT-Baseline.
5.3.1.3 Limitations of Baseline algorithm
Even though LWT-Baseline achieves scheduled WiFi efficiently, it is limited to simple
scenarios where nodes are always backlogged, and transmissions can always be overheard
and successfully decoded. As mentioned in Section 5.2, we will consider other practical
issues sequentially in the following subsections.
5.3.2 Work conservation with non-backlogged nodes
In this section, we consider scenarios with non-backlogged nodes. As mentioned in Section
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Figure 27: Identification rate of different slots
collecting queue status from all nodes brings overheads and delays. We introduce a work-
conserving mechanism in LWT (LWT-WC), which utilizes the carrier sense/clear channel
assessment (CS/CCA) mechanism of WiFi to automatically release available resources to
other nodes when the scheduled node doesn’t transmit.
5.3.2.1 CS/CCA of WiFi
The core insight of LWT-WC lies in the CS/CCA mechanism of WiFi. WiFi packets contain
a PLCP preamble in the beginning for synchronization. It is also used for CS/CCA to
identify the start of a transmission through auto-correlation or cross-correlation. The IEEE
802.11 standard specifies that an OFDM transmission at a receive level no less than the
minimum sensitivity (-82dBm for 20MHz channel) shall cause CS/CCA to indicate channel
busy with a probability over 90% within 4 µs (for 20MHz channel)[20]. This timing is
sufficient for nodes to identify the start of a transmission within a backoff slot (9 µs). Fig.
26 gives a detailed illustration. A node starts to transmit at the beginning of a backoff slot
if its backoff timer expires. The propagation delay is around 1 µs, and nodes take 4 µs to
identify the start of a transmission. If a transmission is detected, nodes hold the backoff
timer. If no transmission is detected, since the receive to transmit turnaround time of a node
is less than 2 µs [20], it is sufficient for a node to prepare to transmit at the beginning of the




2: if (r0 == Col and wt < wt thd) or (r0 == Null) then
3: % rand slot does not trigger reset of ST
4: ST=RAND, Pos=Null
5: return










16: if ST==SYNC and myself==current scheduled node then
17: set backoff to zero
18: else if ST==SYNC then
19: do random backoff as DCF with b ≥ 1
20: else




Utilizing the ability of identifying the start of a transmission within a backoff slot (which is
an ability required by IEEE 802.11 standard [20]), LWT-WC classifies schedule slots into
different types according to the timing of the start of the transmission.
Classifying Schedule Slots: LWT-WC classifies slots into two types: “sync slot” and
“rand slot.” If the current scheduled node transmits, it is identified as a sync slot. Oth-
erwise, this slot becomes a rand slot, and all nodes can contend for this slot using DCF.
The identification of sync slot and rand slot is automatically carried out with CS/CCA and
backoff mechanism. In LWT-WC, when nodes are not scheduled in the current schedule
slot, they pick a random backoff number ≥ 1. Since the current scheduled node sets back-
off number to zero, nodes identify the start of a transmission within the first backoff slot if
the current scheduled node transmits. Otherwise, if there is no transmission starting within
the first backoff slot, nodes continue to backoff and this slot becomes a rand slot.
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5.3.2.3 Experimental Validation of Work-Conserving
We set up WiFi communications using WARP [15] to validate the core insight of LWT-
WC. In our experiment, one node acts as Tx and transmits unicast packets to the other
node, which acts as Rx and tries to figure out which slot the Tx uses. We evaluate slot
identification rate when the Tx always transmits in sync slots and when the Tx always
transmits in rand slots. When transmitting in rand slots, the Tx sets backoff number to
one, which creates the smallest time difference between rand slots and sync slots. Fig.
27 shows the correct identification rate of both scenarios under different receive power.
The experiment result indicates that it is reliable (over 98% correctness) to use CS/CCA to
identify a sync slot and a rand slot. In Fig. 27, the identification rate when Tx transmits
in sync slot goes down to 98% when the received power is -64dBm. It is because that the
probability of CS/CCA correctly indicating channel busy becomes lower in low receive
power. If CS/CCA fails to identify the transmission in the first backoff slot, the sync slot is
wrongly identified as a rand slot.
5.3.2.4 Algorithm
Algorithm 10 illustrates the Pos synchronization and self-triggering mechanism of LWT-
WC. Nodes record a parameter wt, which is the waiting time between the current transmis-
sion and the previous transmission, and a parameter wt thd. If the previous transmission is
Col, wt thd is set to (EIFS +SlotT ime/2), where EIFS is the interframe space after an er-
roneous transmission [20] and SlotT ime is the time duration of a backoff slot; otherwise,
wt thd is set to (DIFS +SlotT ime/2). Transmissions in rand slots won’t trigger reset of ST
even if it is a collision Col. That is, if there is a collision in a rand slot, ST will remain the
same value, and if ST is SYNC, nodes simply increase Pos by one (line 9). When nodes
are not scheduled in the current schedule slot, they pick a random backoff number b ≥ 1.
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5.3.2.5 Efficiency Estimation
Implementation of work-conserving mechanism can increase the overhead of LWT since
the rand slots can have larger backoff slots and collisions. As estimated in Section 5.3.1.2,
the overhead caused by packet errors and collisions in DCF is
Oerr col = (1− Pcol)Perr + Pcol.
This overhead in LWT-Baseline is not larger than Perr × 11−Pcol . The overhead of LWT-
WC is the linear combination of the overhead of DCF and LWT-Baseline, weighted by the
time portion of the rand slots and sync slots. When the traffic load is high, the channel
efficiency of LWT-WC approaches that of LWT-Baseline, which is near-optimal. When the
traffic load is low, the channel efficiency of LWT-WC approaches that of DCF, which is
efficient enough under low traffic load.
5.3.3 Decodability vs. Detectability
In this section, we consider scenarios in which overheard transmissions cannot be decoded.
As mentioned in Section 5.2, nodes sometimes can not get information from overheard
transmissions. However, using extra signals/control frames introduces overheads. Al-
though nodes in LWT only need the Tx and Rx addresses of the first successful transmission
for Pos synchronization, resynchronization can be triggered by the change of schedule,
sleeping nodes, new nodes, transmission errors, and collisions. Identifying the addresses
of transmissions in sync slots is important under those re-synchronization situations. Thus,
we introduce a conditional Viterbi algorithm in LWT (LWT-CV) to help nodes identify
addresses of a transmission when it cannot be decoded.
5.3.3.1 Theoretical Error Rate of Identifying Addresses
The core insight of conditional Viterbi algorithm is: instead of considering all decode
paths, considering only a subset of decode paths when decoding2. Since the target schedule
2Please find the definition of decode path in Chapter 10.5 of [37]
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S contains addresses of all nodes in the network, we can consider only the n addresses in
S rather than all MAC addresses. This reduces the number of decode paths from 2.8×1014
to n (the number of nodes), which practically is less than 50 in a single collision domain.
The significant reduction of the number of decode paths substantially increases the distance
between paths and also restricts the possibility of errors to only certain bits. Thus, the error
rate decreases significantly.
5.3.3.2 Conditional Viterbi Algorithm
• Convolutional Code: WiFi uses the convolutional code for channel coding. Convo-
lutional code [37] is an error-correcting code . Small bit errors can be recovered by
observing the whole sequence. The encoder can be viewed as a finite-state machine.
• Decoding with an Address Tree: Viterbi algorithm is an optimal algorithm for de-
coding convolutional codes. It utilizes dynamic programming to find the decode
path with minimum distance. Conditional Viterbi algorithm is based on Viterbi algo-
rithm, but only considers certain decode paths. An address tree is built according to
addresses in S, and only the decode paths in the address tree are considered.
5.3.3.3 Algorithm
Algorithm 11 illustrates the conditional Viterbi Algorithm, where tree is the address tree
built according to addresses in S. Each time the received/overheard transmission can not
be decoded, conditional Viterbi algorithm is used to identify the Rx and Tx addresses. A
parameter, tree state, is used to trace the current location in the address tree. tree state is
set to the root of address tree at the first bit of each address (line 12). Then, only the input
that has a path in the tree will be considered when decoding (line 15).
5.3.3.4 Evaluation of Conditional Viterbi Algorithm
We use Matlab simulation to evaluate conditional Viterbi Algorithm. In the simulation,
m MAC addresses are randomly generated. For each of the m addresses, another address
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Algorithm 11 Conditional Viterbi Algorithm
1: function CONDVIT(recv bits, trellis, end of addr, init of addr, tree)
2: NumStates= trellis.numStates
3: n addr bit = 48
4: metrics = zeros(NumStates, end of addr+1)+inf
5: path = zeros(NumStates, end of addr+1)-1
6: tree state = zeros(NumStates, end of addr+1)-1
7: metrics(1,1)=0
8: for i = 1 to end of addr do
9: for state = 1 to NumStates do
10: if metrics(state,i)!=inf then
11: if (i==init of addr)or(i== init of addr + n addr bit) then
12: tree state(state,i)=root
13: end if
14: for input = 0 to 1 do
15: if (i<init of addr)or(tree(tree state(state,i),input)!=NULL) then
16: next state=trellis.nextStates(state,input)
17: output= trellis.outputsstate,input
18: mt=sum diff(output,recv bits(i))+metrics(state,i)
19: if mt < metrics(next state,i+1) then
20: metrics(next state,i+1)= mt
21: path(next state,i+1)= state
22: if i ≥ init bit addr then
23: next tree state=tree(tree state(state,i),input)








32: % trace back the path with minimum metrics
33: decode = TraceBackPath(path, min(metrics), trellis)
34: decoded addr=decode(init of addr:end of addr)
35: end function
that has different last 4 bits to it is generated. (Note that for each address, there is an-
other address having the same first 44 bits.) From the 2m addresses, two addresses are
randomly selected. Transmissions containing the two addresses and random payload are
received though an AWGN channel with different SNR. Fig. 28(a) and 28(b) shows the
address identification error rate of conditional Viterbi algorithm when the transmission rate
is 54Mbps (64-QAM with 3/4 coding rate) with 2m = 50 and 2m = 20. Only the least
robust rate is shown to keep the graph clear. The identification error rate of other rates is
smaller than that of 54Mbps. The packet error rate of 6Mbps (Pkt 6Mbps) and 54Mbps
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(a) 2m=50 possible addresses
 
(b) 2m=20 possible addresses
Figure 28: Address identification error rate
(Pkt 54Mbps) are also shown as references. The error rate of choosing the addresses in
S that has the minimum distance to the decoded addresses of Viterbi algorithm, which is
the “minDiff” in figures, is also presented. As indicated in figures, conditional Viterbi
algorithm significantly decreases the identification error rate of addresses.
5.3.4 Partial Connectivity
In this section, we consider scenarios in which some transmissions cannot be overheard,
causing hidden terminals problems. RTS/CTS is a famous solution for hidden terminal
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problems. However, it introduces considerable overheads and has unfairness problems in
certain scenarios. Thus, we propose a transparent transmissions mechanism in LWT (LWT-
TT) to deal with hidden terminal problems in a single collision domain.
5.3.4.1 Hidden Terminal Problem in a Single Collision Domain
We define a single collision domain as “a set of links in which transmissions through any
two of them cause a collision.” Fig. 29(a) shows a single collision domain. Hidden termi-
nal problems happen when Tx of links cannot be overheard. We classify hidden terminal
problems in a single collision domain into two types:
i) HtRx: At least one node of each link can be overheard by all nodes in the single
collision domain.
ii) HtNRx: There exists a link where both Rx and Tx cannot be overheard by some
nodes in the single collision domain. Fig. 29(b) and 29(c) show examples of both
scenarios.
A well-known solution for hidden terminal is exchanging RTS/CTS before a data trans-
mission. However, RTS/CTS introduces extra 116 µs to each transmission. Consider a
packet of 1500bytes transmitting in 54Mbps, the overhead caused by RTS/CTS is 26%.
Also, RTS/CTS can not solve unfairness problems in HtNRx scenarios. In Fig. 29(c), it is
very hard for node D to win a contention. Since the transmission of node B interferes the
reception of node C, but the transmission of node D does not interfere reception of node
A or B, RTS transmitted from node D to node C can be corrupted by node A or B easily.
Also, since node D can not hear the RTS/CTS of node A and B, it can keep re-transmitting
RTS while any of the two nodes are transmitting. This makes node D use unnecessary large
backoff numbers.
For LWT to gain Pos synchronization, the start and end time of a transmission need


















Figure 29: Examples of hidden terminals in a single collision domain
node that hears a transmission broadcasts the information of this transmission, all nodes in
a single collision domain can get the information of this transmission.” The proof of this
statement is simple. If there is a node that can not get the information of a transmission, this
means that all of its Rx cannot hear this transmission. Thus, this node actually can trans-
mit without interfering with the on-going transmission, which contradicts the definition




To pass the transmission information to all nodes in the single collision domain, we pro-
pose a mechanism named transparent transmissions. When a node receives or overhears
a transmission, it transmits a special signal, tt Start, to indicate the start of a transmission.
After the transmission is finished, the node transmits during SIFS another special signal,
tt End, indicating the end of this transmission. Fig. 30 illustrates the timeline of a trans-
parent transmission. Nodes receive tt Start and tt End can use the timing of these signals
to estimate the start and end time of the current transmission. Since all nodes that hear
the current transmission transmit those signals, all nodes in the single collision domain
learn the start and end time of the current transmission. Transparent transmissions needs to
satisfy the following conditions:
i) When overlapping with data packets, the special signal can be easily identified under
low SNR without extra hardware requirements.
ii) The transmission of the special signal can not disturb the reception of data packets.
iii) The reception of a special signal can not disturb the reception of data packets.
• Flash Signal: We use flash signals introduced by Flashback [27] as the special signal
in transparent transmissions 3. Flash signals are sinusoids with a frequency equal
to a certain subcarrier of the current WiFi channel, and with a duration equal to an
OFDM symbol (4µs). Since flash signals can use any of the 36 subcarriers in a WiFi
channel, there are at least 36 different flash signals, and transparent transmissions
only use 2 of them for tt Start and tt End. Since the Fourier transform of a sinu-
soidal wave is delta functions, as evaluated in the experiments of Flashback [27],
flash signals can be detected easily by simple peak detection algorithm without extra
3Transparent transmissions can work with other special signals such as Gold codes [35] used by DOMINO
[78] or the correlatable symbol sequences in 802.11ec [51], as long as the signals can be easily identified.
Flash signals are selected due to its simplicity.
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hardware requirements (the transmit/detect of flash signals can be achieved through
software/firmware changes by reusing OFDM DSP blocks.). The ease of detection
guarantees the robustness of transparent transmissions. Still, packet receptions won’t
be disturbed by flash signals as long as the flash rate is less than 50,000 flashes per
second. Note that a flash signal can contain multiple sinusoids, each with a different
frequency (subcarrier). Increasing the number of subcarriers improves the robustness
and detection rate of a flash signal. For example, consider a situation when a node
receives two flash signals from different transmitters simultaneously. If containing
only one subcarrier, the two flash signals may have a destructive effect on each other
and cannot be detected by the receiving node. This situation can be avoided by hav-
ing multiple subcarriers in a flash signal. The probability of destructive effect drops
exponentially as the number of subcarriers increases.
• Switch to Transmit while Receiving: Due to the half-duplex property of WiFi radios,
a node can not transmit a flash signal while receiving. Thus, we introduce a “switch
to transmit while receiving” mechanism for nodes to transmit flash signals while re-
ceiving. A tt padding, which contains only zeros, is inserted after the PHY header of
each packet. After receiving the PHY header of a packet, a node switches to transmit
tt Start, and then switch back to continue receiving. Since the received portion that
missed due to transmitting tt Start is tt padding, the packet can be received success-
fully. tt padding also ensures that the reception of special signal does not disturb
the reception of data packets. The length of tt padding considers both switch time
and signal transmission time. As will be shown in the experimental results in Sec-
tion 5.3.4.3, we select the length of tt padding based on the time synchronization
requirement of IEEE 802.11 [20].
• Transmit during SIFS: To inform other nodes the end of the current transmission,
another flash signal, tt End, is transmitted after the DATA transmission is finished.
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Figure 30: Timeline of transparent transmissions
Nodes utilize the SIFS duration between DATA and ACK to transmit tt End. Since
SIFS is 10µs, the duration of tt End is 4µs, and the receive to transmit turnaround
time is smaller than 2µs, the time duration of SIFS is quite sufficient for transmitting
tt End.
5.3.4.3 Experimental Validation of Transparent Transmissions
Experiments using WARP [15] are carried out to validate transparent transmissions. In
the experiment, a Tx generates a preamble following random data bits using 300 OFDM
symbols. After receiving the preamble from the Tx, a Rx switches to transmit mode and
transmits a sine wave (represents tt Start) for 4µs. After this transmission, the Rx switches
back to receive mode and keep receiving. Fig. 31 shows a received signal wave with two
different scales; the unit of the x-axis is 2.5e-8 seconds. There is a small duration (around
8µs) of “no received signal” when the Rx switches to transmit. Table 7 shows the summary
of the results. The duration of “switch to transmit” measured by WARP is: (Avg: 8.7µs,
Max: 9µs, Min: 8µs). Since the duration of one OFDM symbol is 4µs, “switch to transmit”
usually damages reception of 3 OFDM symbols. The total number of error symbols in the
300 symbols is: (Avg: 3.2, Max: 5, Min: 2). Since the symbol error can be caused by
channel noise, it is more accurate to estimate the damage using time duration. According
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Figure 31: Rx wave of transparent transmissions
Table 7: Evaluation of Transparent Transmission
Measurement Avg Max Min
Duration of switching and transmitting 8.7µs 9µs 8µs
Total Number of Error Symbols 3.2/300 5/300 2/300
5.3.4.4 Algorithm
The Pos synchronization and self-triggering of LWT-TT is similar to that of LWT-WC, only
with small differences.
For self-triggering, every node maintains a record of “overheard nodes.” Initially, a
node assumes that it can not overhear any node and update this record as it starts to overhear
transmissions. If the Tx of current schedule slot is recorded as “can not overhear,” the node
waits for extra 24µs after DIFS for possible flash signals. Otherwise, the self-triggering is
the same as that of LWT-WC.
For Pos synchronization, since transparent transmissions only carry information about
the start and end time of a transmission, there are two unknown information: i) if ACK is
transmitted, and ii) the Rx and Tx addresses of the transmission. Again, nodes utilize the



















Figure 32: State diagram of synchronization state ST
ACK is transmitted and will not reset its ST to RAND. If the Tx of the transmission cannot
be heard, nodes stay in RAND when ST is RAND, and increase Pos by 1 if ST is SYNC.
(Note that nodes still can use timing to identify sync slots and rand slots.)
A new state of ST, tempSYNC, is introduced for ease of Pos synchronization. If nodes
hear sync slots while its ST is RAND, it tries to synchronize using those sync slots. How-
ever, if the number of overheard sync slots is not enough for a node to figure out the position
of Pos, a node can synchronize to itself and switches its ST from RAND to tempSYNC when
it has the first successful transmission in a rand slot. When ST is tempSYNC, nodes setup its
Pos (match to its own successful transmission) and transmit in its scheduled slots indicated
by its Pos. If the transmissions (transmit using sync slots) in the scheduled slots succeed,
nodes switch its ST from tempSYNC to SYNC after a schedule duration. Otherwise, if any
collision happens in the sync slots, ST is switched from tempSYNC to RAND.
On the other hand, if a collision happens in a sync slot, a node will not directly switch
from SYNC to RAND. It first switches from SYNC to tempSYNC for a schedule duration. If
a collision happens in a sync slot again when ST is tempSYNC, it switches from tempSYNC




The protocol overhead of transparent transmissions is the extra time duration of tt padding
in a packet. Assuming a 1500byte packet is transmitted in 54Mbps, the overhead caused by
tt padding (12µs) is only 3%, and this overhead decreases as the transmission rate become
lower. Comparing to the 26% overhead caused by RTS/CTS, transparent transmissions is
much more efficient.
5.3.5 Other challenges and considerations
5.3.5.1 Supporting backward compatibility
LWT is backward compatible and can operate with legacy nodes without separating them
to a different time duration. Legacy nodes can transmit in rand slots, in which all nodes
run DCF. If the traffic load from legacy nodes is high, the central controller can schedule
special Legacy-only slots that LWT nodes won’t contend. Although the probability of
legacy nodes disturbing sync slots is non-zero, this probability decrease exponentially due
to the exponential grows of the contention window (cw) in DCF. For example, since the
probability of a legacy node selecting zero as its backoff number with cw=15 is 6%, the
probability of a legacy node disturbing a sync slot is 6% in the first time. This probability
becomes 3% (cw=31) for the second time and less than 1.5% (cw≥63) after the third time.
The tempSYNC state also helps LWT nodes to be more robust against disturbance.
If there are legacy nodes that can not overhear the current transmission, the Tx will use
a tt padding of 13 OFDM symbols and the Rs transmits CTS (44 µs) with tt Start during
the tt padding. The disturbing probability, which also decreases exponentially, is 18% in
this situation (the probability of a legacy node selecting a backoff number ≤2, which leads
to a backoff time ≤ 22µs).
LWT can also use PIFS, an IFS shorter than DIFS, in sync slot to decrease the disturbing
probability. PIFS is used by APs and non-AP nodes under PCF, in which the behavior of
non-AP nodes is under control of the AP. Since the behavior of nodes in sync slots is also
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under control of the central controller, it is reasonable to allow nodes to use PIFS in sync
slots.
In LWT, nodes need information of all MAC addresses in the network for LWT-CV.
Since all legacy nodes need to associate with an AP, the MAC addresses of legacy nodes
can be collected by APs and give to all nodes the same way as the target schedule S. Nodes
can also collect legacy MAC addresses by learning from overhearing.
5.3.5.2 Sleeping nodes
LWT nodes lose Pos synchronization after sleeping since they cannot overhear transmis-
sions during sleeping. As mentioned in Section 5.2, using fixed duration for each trans-
mission can make sleeping nodes keep Pos synchronization. However, fixed transmission
time requires packet aggregation and fragmentation, which introduces extra delays. Thus,
instead of using fixed duration for each transmission, sleeping nodes achieve Pos synchro-
nization by overhearing sync slots or synchronizing to itself through tempSYNC state (Fig.
32). Once a node wakes up from sleeping, it operates DCF until it hears enough sync slots
to identify the position of Pos. However, if the node didn’t hear any sync slots for a sched-
ule duration, it switches to tempSYNC state when it successfully finishes a transmission in
a rand slot (synchronizes to itself). If the later transmissions in sync slots succeed, nodes
switch to SYNC state after a schedule duration. Otherwise, if any collision happens in sync
slots, ST is switched from tempSYNC to RAND.
5.3.5.3 Schedule updates and membership changes
The target schedule is determined by the central controller using scheduling algorithms
such as [32]. The target schedule is broadcasted by APs periodically. Although broad-
casting is efficient, it is not reliable. Transmitting following different schedules can cause
collisions in sync slots. Thus, LWT requires a mechanism that quickly indicates the up-
date of S. The update of S is indicated by another flash signal, S update, transmitted by
APs along with DATA or ACK. Since flash signals can frequently be transmitted (50,000
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flashes per second) without disturbing receptions and can be identified even when colliding
with other flash signals, nodes learn the update of S quickly and reliably. Once receive
S update, nodes operate DCF until they overhear the new S. Thus, although there might be
some delay in getting the new S, nodes won’t disturb sync slots once they receive S update.
When a node wants to join the network, it operates DCF until overhearing S from APs.
New nodes get Pos synchronization the same way as sleeping nodes. Each AP maintains
a client list and periodically sent it to the central controller for updating S.
5.3.5.4 Multiple collision domains
So far, we propose algorithms for WiFi networks in a single collision domain. It is possible
to extend them for multiple collision domains, but it is beyond the scope of this thesis. The
main idea is using different flash signals to delivery transmission information of different
collision domains. There are 36 subcarriers that can be used by flash signals and LWT
only needs 2 for each collision domain. In multiple collision domains, multiple transmis-
sions can be scheduled in the current schedule slot. Nodes increase Pos by one only after
confirming the end of transmissions of all collision domains in the current schedule slot.
This can be learned by either overhearing or receiving flash signals. We leave the in-depth
exploration of multiple collision domains for future work.
5.3.5.5 Other WiFi technologies
There have been considerable advances in WiFi technologies from the original 802.11 stan-
dard to the pre-ratified 802.11ac standard, and more recently to the ongoing effort to stan-
dardize 802.11ad[33, 44, 38] in the 60GHz band. These different advances happen to be in
terms of improving physical layer capacities by adapting operating frequency, bandwidth,
signal processing algorithms, antenna technologies, coding strategies, and modulation tech-
niques. LWT, on the other hand, adapts the WiFi coordination mechanism and hence can
be applied to and used with any of the above 802.11 standards. We provided discussions
of combining scheduled WiFi and MIMO technologies in the future work section.
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Table 8: Throughput comparison of LWT and DCF in experiments






Table 9: ns-3 parameters
Parameter Value
Frame size 1500byte
Basic transmission rate 6Mbps





RX/TX switching delay <2µs
5.4 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate LWT using real-time experiments and ns-3 simulations [10].
5.4.1 Experimental Evaluation
We implement LWT in a software defined radio platform: Wireless open-Access Research
Platform (WARP) v3. WARP supports modification and monitoring of parameters and
functions in both the MAC and PHY layer and can operate fast enough to perform WiFi
communications with off-the-shelf WiFi devices.
As shown in Fig. 11, we set up 3 WARP nodes in a fully connected topology. One
acts as AP and the other 2 act as STAs. The experiment is set up in an indoor environment
using 802.11a in 5.18 GHz channel with the 54Mbps data transmission rate. We use iperf
to generate traffic on the two uplinks and two downlinks. Each link is scheduled once in S.
Table 8 shows the throughput of LWT and DCF from experimental evaluation. Com-
paring to DCF, LWT gives better throughput and fairness. The performance of LWT is
very similar to that of Rhythm (Table 4). Due to the low contention (only three nodes), the
difference in throughput is not significant.
Although there are only three nodes in the WARP-based evaluation, it proves that:
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(i) the schedule tracking, slot start/end time tracking, and CS/CCA mechanisms all work
harmonically under LWT design to achieve better system throughput and fairness.
(ii) This implementation is done without special time synchronization mechanism or
hardware change support, which proves that LWT requires only the time synchro-
nization level of 802.11 standard and can be implemented with only software/firmware
changes.
We would also like to point out that other features of LWT, such as slot identifications
and Transparent transmissions, though not be evaluated under the three-node experiment
setting, have been evaluated through other WARP experiments in previous sections.
We take these experiment results as a proof of concept of implementing LWT and eval-
uate the performance of LWT in more complicated situations using ns-3 simulations.
5.4.2 Simulation Based Evaluation
We present the performance evaluation of LWT, DOMINO, DCF, and DCF with RTS/CTS
(DCF/RTS) using ns-3 simulation. Table 9 shows the simulation parameters, which follows
802.11g. In all scenarios, traffic is generated on all uplinks and downlinks, and each link is
scheduled once in S. In all situations, the theoretical optimal throughput is 36Mbps.
We first evaluate the performance of each mechanism under fully connected topol-
ogy (no exposed terminals and no hidden terminals). Scenarios with and without non-
backlogged nodes are both considered. Then, the performance of each mechanism is eval-
uated under the two types of hidden terminal scenarios: HtRx and HtNRx.
5.4.2.1 Saturated traffic in fully connected topologies
We set up fully connected topologies with saturated traffic using a different number of
APs. Each AP has two clients. We consider a different number of nodes since there can be










































(b) Delay per packet
Figure 33: Performance comparison in fully connected topologies with saturated traffic
(1/2)
Fig. 33(a) measures the throughput of LWT, DOMINO, DCF, and DCF/RTS. Due to
transmitting according to a schedule and thus avoiding collisions, DOMINO and LWT
achieve much higher throughput than DCF and DCF/RTS. DCF performs worse as the
number of APs increases because of increasing contention. DCF/RTS performs worse than
DCF in low contention scenarios since RTS/CTS generates large overhead, and performs
better than DCF in high contention scenarios since RTS/CTS successfully decreases the
overhead of collisions. Since DOMINO requires each AP to poll its clients for queue
information periodically, the throughput of DOMINO slightly decreases as the number of
AP increases.













































Figure 34: Performance comparison in fully connected topologies with saturated traffic
(2/2)
at the queue and the time it is successfully transmitted. DCF and DCF/RTS have a higher
delay due to larger contention time and more collisions. As the number of APs increases,
delay increases due to longer schedule in LWT and DOMINO.
Fig. 34(a) presents the adherence of each mechanism. Since DCF and DCF/RTS does
random backoff, their adherence is very low. LWT and DOMINO follow the schedule
almost entirely. Fig. 34(b) measures fairness and all four mechanisms can provide real







































Range of on/off duration (ms)
LWT Domino
DCF DCF/RTS
(b) Delay per packet
Figure 35: Performance comparison in fully connected topologies with dynamic traffic
(1/2)
5.4.2.2 Non-backlogged nodes in fully connected topologies
In this section, we consider scenarios with non-backlogged nodes. We use dynamic on/off
traffic in a fully connected topology with 2 APs, each with 5 STAs. We consider different
traffic dynamic since there can be a significant diversity in traffic patterns/loads in prac-
tice. The on/off duration of traffic is randomly determined by each link during each on/off
switch, and the range of randomness is changed from 100ms to 2000ms.
Fig. 35(a) shows the throughput of each mechanism under a different range of traf-
fic on/off duration. The randomness of traffic doesn’t affect DCF and DCF/RTS. As the
range of traffic on/off duration increases, the average number of non-backlogged nodes in-
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Figure 36: Performance comparison in fully connected topologies with dynamic traffic
(2/2)
which have larger backoff time and collisions. The throughput of DOMINO drops due to
missing schedules; that is, nodes cannot get scheduled quickly when it starts to get pack-
ets in the queue, and also can be scheduled while its traffic already enters the off period.
This situation becomes more severe as the delay between the central controller and APs
increases (the simulation setting of this delay is only 250 µs).
The packet delay of each mechanism is presented in Fig. 35(b). The delay decreases
as the average number of non-backlogged nodes increases. Again, LWT and DOMINO
performs better than DCF and DCF/RTS. Fig. 36(a) measures the adherence of different
mechanisms. Note that when calculating adherence, rand slots are always considered as












































Number of hidden STAs
LWT Domino
DCF DCF/RTS
(b) Delay per packet
Figure 37: Performance comparison in topologies with hidden terminals (HtRx) (1/2)
packet to transmit. Again, DCF and DCF/RTS have very low adherence whereas LWT and
DOMINO follow the schedule strictly.
Instead of showing fairness, which is not very meaningful in dynamic traffic (each link
has different traffic load), the minimum throughput among all links is presented in Figure
36(b). LWT gives the highest minimum throughput, and there is no starvation in any of the
mechanisms.
5.4.2.3 Hidden terminals in a single collision domain
Although the probability of occurrence is not high, it is important to deal with hidden ter-
minals. In CENTAUR [66], the observed ratio of hidden terminals is around 33% to 36%.
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Figure 38: Performance comparison in topologies with hidden terminals (HtRx)(2/2)
brought by it can be tremendous. In Jigsaw [26], it was proposed that “co-channel interfer-
ence from hidden terminals is likely the dominate cause of interference.” Thus, we analyze
the performance of different mechanisms in the presence of hidden terminals (HT). We set
up two types of scenarios, HtRx (Fig. 29(b)) and HtNRx (Fig. 29(c)). All the topologies
contain two APs; each has five STAs.
• Hiddern Terminal (HtRx): Fig. 37(a), 37(b), 38(a), and 38(b) present the throughput,
packet delay, adherence, and fairness of each mechanism in HtRx scenarios. Both
LWT and DOMINO are not affected by hidden terminals. As the number of hid-
den terminals increases, throughput of DCF dramatically decreases due to collisions,













































Number of hidden STAs
LWT Domino
DCF DCF/RTS
(b) Max delay per packet
Figure 39: Performance comparison in topologies with hiddern terminals (HtNRx) (1/2)
DCF, but it still slightly decreases when the number of hidden terminals increases.
With a large number of hidden terminals, DCF and DCF/RTS cannot achieve real
fairness.
• Hiddern Terminal (HtNRx): Fig. 39(a), 39(b), 40(a), and 40(b) present the through-
put, maximum packet delay, adherence, and minimum throughput among all links of
each mechanism in HtNRx scenarios. LWT is not affected by hidden terminals due
to implementation of transparent transmissions.
As indicated in Fig. 40(b), DOMINO, DCF, and DCF/RTS can have starvation under
HtNRx scenarios.
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Figure 40: Performance comparison in topologies with hiddern terminals (HtNRx) (2/2)
A link can only be triggered if it can hear the Rx or Tx of the triggering link. If a
scheduled link cannot be triggered by any of the previous scheduled links, it will be
removed from the schedule and wait to be rescheduled by the central controller. In
HtNRx, some nodes cannot hear the Rx and Tx of certain links. These nodes have
fewer chances to be triggered by previous scheduled links, and thus get less chance
to transmit. For example, in Fig. 29(c), link (D, C) can only be triggered by link (C,
D). If the link scheduled before link (D, C) is link (A, B) or link (B, A), link (D, C)
will not be scheduled. This causes starvation of link (D, C).
As illustrated in Section 5.3.4.1, DCF and DCF/RTS have unfairness problems under
HtNRx scenarios since the transmission of certain nodes can be easily corrupted
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by some other nodes. For example, in Fig. 29(c), transmission of node D can be
corrupted by transmission of node A or B.
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CHAPTER VI
SWITCH: DEDICATED SWITCHING MECHANISMS FOR
FUTURE-PROOFING NETWORKS
6.1 Introduction
Amongst the myriad of approaches that have been considered for WiFi performance im-
provement, there has emerged an interesting technique to enable WiFi networks with a
lightweight control plane without requiring any additional spectrum. One example of such
a method is Flashback [27]. Briefly, Flashback allows nodes in a WiFi network to send
short control messages on the same channel concurrently with data transmissions, without
harming the ongoing transmissions. These control signals can be thought of to represent a
generic control plane that can be leveraged for a wide variety of applications. The central
insight that allows for techniques such as Flashback to work is that transmissions typically
operate with a non-zero link margin, and if the control messages are kept short enough, the
damage they cause can be fixed using the available link margin. There are several other
examples of similar techniques [43, 71], although we use Flashback as our core building
block in this thesis.
Lightweight control creates a control plane without any additional requirements or se-
vere negative impact. However, it has one significant constraint: the transmitter and re-
ceiver of a transmission do not participate in the control plane for the duration of the
transmission in any fashion that would impact that ongoing transmission. The additional
control plane capacity that exists due to the link margin is left for nodes other than the
transmitter and receiver to exploit.
This attribute forms the context for this Chapter. We ask the following questions:
i) What benefits can be derived by allowing a transmitter and receiver of an ongoing
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transmission also to participate in the seamless control plane?
ii) If benefits do exist, what techniques could allow the transmitter and receiver also to
take part in the seamless control plane without compromising the ongoing transmis-
sion?
This proposed change is indeed significant because of the following reason: the trans-
mitter and the receiver in tandem form the primary seat of intelligence for the ongoing data
transmission. Hence, there are several decisions that they make that are not only significant
but are decisions that only they can make, or only they have the information for making.
Hence, allowing for the transmitter and receiver to exploit the seamless control plane during
the ongoing transmission can allow for such decisions to be made better. In line with the
terminology used in related works, we refer to such a control plane as an inclusive seam-
less control plane. We hasten to add that this argument for an inclusive seamless control
plane is not an argument for negating the contributions of techniques such as Flashback.
However, the argument is in support for such participation to enable newer applications of
the control plane, and hence even better performance.
In the previous Chapter, the transparent transmission in LWT demonstrates the benefits
of inclusive seamless control plane. In this Chapter, we present several use-cases for an
inclusive seamless control plane. Briefly, the use-cases are as follows:
i) We identify topologies where having an inclusive control plane can solve an other-
wise unaddressed hidden terminal problem.
ii) We show that packets that experience an irrecoverable collision (unrelated to the
control plane) can be terminated immediately (like in protocols like CSMA/CD) and
hence resources conserved by making the transmitter and the receiver participate
appropriately in the seamless inclusive control plane.
iii) We consider the problem of backoffs in frequency domain [60]. We show that
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through the use of an inclusive seamless control plane, collision rates can be signif-
icantly reduced without the need for multiple radios. It can deal with the unfairness
problem in hidden terminal topologies.
Note that the use-cases above are not meant to be new and novel in their conceptual-
ization. Rather, our intent is to show that such use-cases are solvable and the solutions
achievable in a much simpler fashion with less onerous requirements when an inclusive
seamless control plane is available.
We explore what it would take to facilitate such an inclusive control plane. We argue
that the fundamental requirement is for the transmitter and receiver to switch their mode
of operation mid-stream from the ongoing data transmission/reception, use the seamless
control plane, and then revert back to the data transmission/reception, and for all of this
to be done without impacting the data. We show that such a switch mechanism is indeed
feasible given state-of-the-art hardware and the nature of the lightweight control plane. We
refer to our solution as simply Switch. We use experimental results from a WARP-based
test-bed to both demonstrate and highlight properties of Switch. Using Switch as the core
primitive, we then propose algorithms for the three use-cases. ns-3 simulations are used to
show the performance of Switch.
6.2 Background
6.2.1 Overview of Flash Signals
Flashback [27] provides WiFi networks with a lightweight control plane without requiring
any additional spectrum. Flashback allows nodes in a WiFi network to send short control
messages on the same channel concurrently with data transmissions, without harming the
ongoing transmissions.
The control messages are composed of several Flash signals. Flash signals are sinusoids
with a frequency equal to a particular subcarrier of the current WiFi channel, and with a
duration equal to an OFDM symbol (4µs). Since the Fourier transform of a sinusoidal wave
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is a delta function, as shown through the experiments with Flashback, flash signals can be
detected easily by simple peak detection algorithm without extra hardware requirements
(the transmit/detect of flash signals can be achieved through software/firmware changes by
reusing OFDM DSP blocks.). A similar technique has also been utilized in Back2F [60],
where the detection rate is reasonably robust even with high self-interference.
Since WiFi networks have a fixed number of modulation types, transmissions typically
operate with a non-zero link margin. That is, small damages in certain OFDM symbols on
particular subcarriers won’t affect the correct reception of a packet. With the redundancy
provided by channel coding, the received packet still can be correctly decoded. The ex-
periments of Flashback shows that packet receptions won’t be disturbed by flash signals as
long as the flash rate is less than 50,000 flashes per second [27].
6.2.2 Other Lightweight Control Plane Techniques
There are other related works and other special signals that also provide lightweight control.
Hitchhike [43] provides a technique that utilizes the preamble field of a packet to carry
control messages. Side Channel [71] uses the chip error pattern caused by interference to
convey control messages. µACK [76] utilizes a portion of the current channel resources
for control messages. Unique signals such as Gold codes [35] and correlatable symbol
sequences (CSS) can be easily identified using correlation based detection. These special
signals are used to compose effective control messages in different MAC protocols [78, 51].
The contributions in our research centered on the Switch mechanism could be extended to
work with the above techniques and signals. However, we use Flash signals as our core
building block due to its simplicity.
6.3 Switch
Although Flashback (or any of the other techniques [43, 71]) provides an extra lightweight
control plane, the control plane is actively usable only by nodes other than the current























Figure 42: Simplified block diagram of an RF transceiver
receive, process, or propagate control information during transmission, and the receiver
cannot transmit or spread control information during a reception. Thus, the transmitter and
receiver of the ongoing transmission cannot participate in the control plane for the duration
of the transmission in any fashion that would impact the current transmission. While we
defer the discussion on how such participation might be useful to the next section, in this
section we present a fundamental building block for supporting an inclusive control plane.
The building block we offer is Switch, a mechanism that facilitates nodes to switch their
communication modes (Tx to Rx and Rx to Tx) midstream of an ongoing transmission. We
will explore how Switch can be used in different use cases in Section 6.4.
6.3.1 WiFi MAC and PHY Tx/Rx Basics
Figure 42 shows the basic design of a transceiver. Figure 43 shows the structure of the
MAC and PHY Layer of WiFi [20]. Figure 41 shows the structure of a WiFi frame. The
first portion of the PHY header is the PLCP preamble, which is used to identify the recep-
tion of a WiFi packet and for synchronization. When receiving a packet, the PHY layer
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switch to rx receiving
Figure 44: Timeline of Tx Rx Tx
identifies the PLCP preamble and starts to receive the signal. After appropriate signal pro-
cessing (as shown in Figure 42) , the received bits are saved into the memory (receive
buffer). If a Signal field (Figure 41) is successfully received, the PHY layer notifies the
MAC layer of a packet arrival. The MAC layer can access the portion of the received
packet that has been received and stored in the memory. Depending on the information in-
dicated in the MAC header, such as the destination and the type of the received packet, the
MAC layer waits until the completion of the reception and starts a proper response. The
response can be sending ACK or CTS frames, stopping a timeout for ACK/CTS, or just
ignoring the packet. When sending a packet, the MAC layer puts the packet into the mem-
ory (transmit buffer), starts the random backoff process, and indicates to the PHY layer to
transmit the packet after the backoff timer expires. The MAC layer can keep monitoring
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Figure 45: Timeline of DCF transmission
the transmission status (through reading the status registers), wait until the completion of
the transmission, and start a proper response, which can be receiving ACK/CTS frames or
starting a retransmission, etc.).
6.3.2 Switching Between Transmit and Receive
WiFi transmitters are half-duplex transmitters. They can switch between transmit and
receive, but they cannot send and receive at the same time. The IEEE standard stipu-
lates that the receive/transmit (Rx/Tx) turnaround time (aRxTxTurnaroundTime) of OFDM
and high throughput (HT) PHY should be smaller than 2 microseconds [20]. State-of-
the-art hardware typically has a Rx/Tx turnaround time of approximately 1 microsecond
(e.g. transceiver MAX2829 [4]). Figure 45 shows the transmission timeline of WiFi. A
wifi transmitter needs to switch to receive/transmit within SIFS duration after transmis-
sion/reception. SIFS is 10 microseconds and accommodates the PHY layer processing
delay, MAC layer processing delay, and the receive/transmit turnaround time. Since the
receive/transmit turnaround time is smaller than 2 microseconds, a transmitter actually can
switch between transmit and receive much faster if there is no PHY/MAC processing delay.
That is, if the decision to switch, the signal to be transmitted, and the timing of the switch
are already determined before the switching, the transmitter can quickly switch between
transmit and receive.
We propose two operation modes for Switch depending on whether the switch from Tx
to Rx or from Rx to Tx.
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Figure 46: Timeline of Rx Tx Rx
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Figure 47: Duration of each section of Tx Rx Tx
during a transmission. During the transmission, the MAC layer starts a timer at the
beginning of the transmission. The transmitter switches to receive when the timer ex-
pires. Another timer starts at the beginning of the switch, and the transmitter switches
back to continuing transmission when the second timer expires. The “blank” portion
during the reception can be easily filtered out by the receiver.
• Rx Tx Rx: Figure 46 shows the timeline of a wifi receiver switching to transmit
during a reception. The MAC layer prepares the signal for transmission and stores it
in a particular transmit buffer. During the reception, similarly, the MAC layer uses
timers to control the switch. During the transmission period, the received signal will
be garbage. Thus, the transmitter inserts a padding field, called switch padding, in
the transmitted packet when the receiver switches to transmit. The padding field
switch padding, is long enough to include the switching delay, and ensures that the
whole packet can be received as if there is no switching happening at the receiver.
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Figure 49: Structure of control signal
6.3.3 Some Properties of Switch
We conduct experiments that use WARP [15] radios to: (a) demonstrate that successful
switching is indeed feasible; and (b) study detailed properties of Switch (e.g., how short or
long the switch duration can be).
• Is Switch feasible?
We implement both TX Rx Tx and Rx Tx Rx modes of Switch. When operating
Tx Rx Tx mode, the experimental results confirm that: (a) the transmitter node can
successfully receive signals during the switching period, and (b) the receiver node can
remove the “blank” portion when the transmitter switches to receive, and decode the
packet as if there were no switching happening at the transmitter. When operating
Rx Tx Rx mode, the experimental results confirm that: (a) the receiver node can
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successfully transmit signals during the switching period, and (b) the receiver node
can decode the received packet under the protection of switch padding as if there
were no switching happening at the receiver.
• How short can switch duration be?
Figure 47 shows the timeline of Switch operating Tx Rx Tx (the timing of Rx Tx Rx
situation is similar to Tx Rx Tx, and thus is omitted.). There are command process-
ing and switching delays when the MAC layer issues a switch operation. We set up
two WARP nodes to measure the delays. First, one WARP node operates Tx Rx Tx
while another WARP node receives the signal and measures the time duration of
transmission stoppage during the switch. Then, one WARP node performs Tx Rx Tx
while another WARP node transmits signals, and the first WARP nodes measure the
time duration of receiving during the switch. Due to the command processing de-
lay, the minimum receive period is 2 microseconds when the MAC layer issues a
back-to-back switch command. The minimum duration of transmission stoppage is
4 microseconds, and the lowest delay for the entire processing of the command is 5
microseconds.
• How long can switch duration be?
If the length of switch padding is significant, the transmitted frame will also be-
come large, and this can increase the packet error rate and symbol error rate due to
increased frame size and loss of synchronization. We carry out experiments with
two WARP nodes to study the effect of having a long duration switch (with a big
switch padding). One WARP node operates in Tx Rx Tx mode while the other
WARP node receives the signal. Figure 48 shows the OFDM symbol error rate of
the last 100 symbols of the received signal with different modulations. We compare
the symbol error rate of operating with Switch and without Switch (but both have the
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same frame size). Since the symbol error rate increases at the same speed, we con-
clude that the increased error rate is mainly due to the increased frame size (loss of
synchronization), and the switching operation will not affect the reception afterward.
• How many times can Switch occur in a frame?
As illustrated in the previous paragraph, Switch can happen as many times as re-
quired, as long as the resulting frame size is reasonable. Also, due to the switching
and processing delays are shown in Figure 47, two switches can be scheduled back to
back with the minimum separation period being the minimum command processing
duration (5 microseconds).
• Does modulation affect Switch?
Switch deals with the transmit and receive operation of RF signals. Thus, it is not
directly impacted by different modulations. However, since Switch increases the
frame size, as indicated in Figure 8, when the switch duration increases, the symbol
error rate rises faster when using higher rate modulations (e.g. 64-QAM) compared
to lower rate modulations (e.g. 16-QAM).
• Can off-the-shelf radios do Switch?
Since switching between transmit mode and receive mode is a basic operation of
a transceiver, as long as the software and firmware of the off-the-shelf radio can be
changed, Switch can be supported by off-the-shelf radios without additional hardware
requirements or changes.
6.3.4 Structure of Control Signal
Figure 49 shows the structure of control signal we use (Note that there are multiple ways
to define this structure. We simply use a reasonable structure for our use-cases.). There
are 52 subcarriers in 802.11 g and 56 subcarriers in the 20MHz channel in 802.11n/ac.





Figure 50: Topology with one-way hidden terminals
frequency so the frequency offset won’t affect the identification of subcarriers. The second
subcarrier is used to indicate the type of the control signal, and the rest of the subcarriers
can indicate 50 different values (each subcarrier indicates a unique value). We will illustrate
the detailed meaning of each control signal in the following use-case studies.
6.4 Use cases
In this section, we use Switch as the key building block for solving three different problems
in WiFi networks. Note that the problems themselves are certainly solvable through means
other than Switch. The contributions lie in showing that Switch can solve these problems in
an elegant and efficient fashion.
6.4.1 Extending the range of Carrier Sense
6.4.1.1 Starvation in One-way Hidden Terminal
We propose an algorithm based on Switch to deal with the starvation problem in one-way
hidden terminal scenarios. Figure 50 shows an example of a one-way hidden terminal:
Node D cannot hear node A and node B, but when either node A and node B transmits,
a transmission by node D will experience a collision at node C. In this situation, it is
challenging for node D to get a chance to send to node C. This results in a starvation
problem.
6.4.1.2 State-of-the-art Solutions
The standard solution to solve this starvation problem is exchanging RTS/CTS packets
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Figure 51: Timeline of ECS transmission
long (52 µs and 44 µs when using 6Mbps), and the channel can only be reserved after the
successful transmission of CTS, RTS/CTS cannot effectively solve the starvation problem
(as will be seen in the evaluation section). Also, it is well established that the exchange
of RTS/CTS before every data transmission introduces large overheads. RTS/CTS trans-
missions count for 26% of a frames total transmission time when transmitting 1500 byte
packets at 54Mbps. Related works Centaur [66] and 802.11ec [51] can deal with the starva-
tion problem. Centaur schedules the transmissions of hidden terminals far from each other
to avoid collisions. However, Centaur requires a central controller, which is not always
necessarily present in all network environments. 802.11ec decreases the time for channel
reservation by using correlatable symbol sequences (CSS) to replace RTS/CTS. However,
the usage of CSS introduces a second addressing system, which increases the complexity.
Also, as the number of nodes increases, the code length of CSS needs to increase to support
more addresses for each node, and this will increase the channel reservation time.
6.4.1.3 Switch-based Solution
We utilize Switch to propose a new algorithm, Extended Carrier Sense (ECS), to decrease
the channel reservation time with a small control overhead. Figure 51 shows the timeline
of a transmission of ECS. When nodes hear channel busy, after receiving the preamble,
they switch to transmit a flash signal, ChBusy. This includes the receiver of the ongoing
transmission. Also, at the end of the reception, during the SIFS duration, nodes again
switch to transmit another flash signal, ChIdle. Nodes other than the receiver do not need
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to send an ACK and hence switch back to receive. The receiver goes on to transmit the
ACK. When any node hears a ChBusy, it sets up a particular long backoff time (set to the
maximum packet transmit duration), ECSbackoff, to defer the channel access. When the
node receives ChIdle, it stops the ECSbackoff and sets up NAV (23 µs) to avoid collision
with the ACK.
Since channel busy and channel idle are both very simple information that does not
require large processing delay, it is possible to use Switch as the underlying mechanism
and achieve small channel reservation time. What is critical for this mechanism to be
effective is for the receiver to switch midstream of its reception to transmit ChBusy and
ChIdle, something enabled by switch. The total switch duration takes 8 µs, and we use a
switch padding of 12 µs to protect the data reception. Since every node receives the packet
switches and transmits ChBusy, nodes in the same collision domain learn that the channel
has become busy, and the channel is effectively reserved. The channel reservation time of
ECS is 23 µs, which is 37% of the channel reservation time (62 µs) when using RTS/CTS.
The control overhead introduced by ECS is the 12 µs switch padding, which is 10% of the
control overhead (116 µs) when using RTS/CTS.
When there are multiple collision domains, each collision domain can have its own
ChBusy and ChIdle signals and operate orthogonally. The 54 subcarriers in a 20MHz chan-
nel can support 25 different collision domains (25 signals for ChBusy and 25 signals for
ChIdle) assuming a single subcarrier is used as the “address” of a domain. Addresses can
be reused for collision domains that are not next to each other. Algorithm 12 summarizes
the core mechanism of ECS using pseudocode.
6.4.2 Early Collision Termination (Micro CTS without RTS)
6.4.2.1 Avoiding Collisions
Since DCF is a contention based multiple access control, in WiFi networks, collisions can
occur frequently and decrease the system throughput. The situation becomes severe (as will
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Algorithm 12 Switch-ECS
1: if Receive Preamble then
2: switch to transmit ChBusy
3: switch back to receive
4: wait until channel idle and switch to transmit ChIdle
5: else if Receive ChBusy of its own collision domain then
6: defer and set up a long backoff ECSbackoff
7: else if Receive ChIdle of its own collision domain then















Figure 52: Timeline of mCTS transmission
be shown in the evaluation section) when there are hidden terminals, or when the number
of contending nodes is large.
6.4.2.2 State-of-the-art Solutions
RTS/CTS control packet exchange is the standard technique used to prevent collisions from
occurring in the first place. However, as mentioned in the previous section, RTS/CTS incur
significant control overheads. CSMA/CN [61] is a technique proposed to decrease the
overheads of collisions without extra control costs. In CSMA/CN, the receiver monitors
the receiving status and notifies the transmitter to stop transmission once a collision is
detected. Though useful, CSMA/CN requires two antennas for operation. Like 802.11ec,
CSMA/CN also requires usage of unique signal signatures for additional addressing, which
increases the complexity, and the overheads increase as the number of nodes increases.
6.4.2.3 Switch-based Solution
We use Switch to propose an algorithm, Micro CTS (mCTS), to decrease the collision over-
head while not incurring any significant control overheads. Figure 52 shows the timeline
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of a transmission of mCTS. The transmitter transmits the data frame till the MAC header
and continues to send for a small duration (8 µs) to accommodate the MAC processing
delay and the switch to receive delay at the receiver. The receiver receives the data frame
till the MAC header, checks to see if the destination address matches its MAC address. If
the destination address matches its MAC address, and the MAC header is being correctly
received, the receiver switches to transmit a flash signal fmCTS at a predetermined duration
(10 µs) following receipt of the MAC header. The receiver checks the confidence of the re-
ceived bits via physical-layer hints from SoftPHY [42, 70] to make sure of the correctness
of the reception of the MAC header. Meanwhile, the transmitter waits for the fmCTS. If it
doesn’t detect the fmCTS, the transmitter stops transmitting and goes into its retransmission
sequence. If it detects the fmCTS, it switches back to continue sending. The total switching
duration of the receiver takes 8 µs, and the transmitter uses 12 µs for its fmCTS timeout.
The mechanism of mCTS is quite similar to RTS/CTS, but with significantly smaller
overheads. The first portion of the data frame transmitted by the transmitter acts implicitly
as the RTS. Although this part is not as robust as an RTS (RTS uses the smallest modulation
rate), we show in the evaluation section that because the control overheads are much lower,
mCTS results in much better system throughput. What is critical for this mechanism to be
effective is for the receiver to switch midstream of its reception to transmit fmCTS; and the
transmitter to switch midstream of its transmission to receive fmCTS, and switch back to
continue the transmission. The total overhead of mCTS is the time for receiving fmCTS,
which is 12 µs, which is 10% of the control overhead (116 µs) of RTS/CTS.
Again, when there are multiple collision domains, each collision domain can have its
own fmCTS recognizable signals and operate orthogonally (same as ChBusy and ChIdle
in ECS). Note that it is sufficient for fmCTS to represent an individual collision domain
rather than a particular transmitter. Since there can be only one successful transmission in
a single collision domain, a receiver node will not reply with an fmCTS if there is more






Figure 53: Topology with two-way hidden terminals
Algorithm 13 Switch-mCTS
1: Transmiter:
2: Transmit till a predefined time and switch to receive
3: Set up a fmCTS timeout timer
4: if Receive fmCTS then
5: switch to transmit the reset of the packet
6: else if fmCTS timeout timer expires then
7: start over and arrange a retransmission
8: end if
9: Receiver:
10: Receive till MAC header and check its correctness
11: if Correctly receive the MAC header, and the destination matches my address then
12: switch to transmit fmCTS at a predefined time
13: switch back to receive
14: end if
core mechanism of mCTS using pseudocode.
Note that, unlike CTS, fmCTS does not have the ability to reserve the channel (it does
not have an NAV field). Thus, mCTS will indeed have a problem when there are hidden
terminals. However, in combination with the ECS explained earlier (referred as ECSm-
CTS), hidden terminals can be tackled as well. When operating ECSmCTS, nodes wait
until fmCTS timeout to transmit ChIdle. The second subcarrier, which indicates the type of
the control signal, can be used to identify fmCTS from ChBusy and ChIdle.
6.4.3 Improving WiFi Backoffs
6.4.3.1 Unfairness in Hidden Terminal Scenarios
As mentioned in Section 6.4.1, there are unfairness and even starvation problems in one-
way hidden terminal topologies. The unfairness problem persists in two-way hidden termi-
nal topologies as well. For example, in Figure 53, node B and D cannot hear each other,
while node A and C can hear all the nodes. Since node B and D cannot listen to the trans-
mission of some nodes, they tend to have collisions. Thus, these nodes converge to using
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larger contention windows and get fewer chances to transmit, which leads to the unfairness
problem.
6.4.3.2 State-of-the-art Solutions
RTS/CTS can not eliminate the unfairness problem since the CTS of node B and node D are
also tend to get collisions. Related works such as Rhythm [64], LWT [62], and Domino [78]
can deal with this unfairness problem by appropriately scheduling transmissions. However,
all these mechanisms require a centralized network structure with a controller.
6.4.3.3 Switch Solution
We use Switch to propose a novel algorithm, flash Backoff (fBK), to deal with the unfairness
problem. The problem of time domain backoff is that the time delay of channel reservation
(the time from start of RTS to the time when CTS completes) is also being counted as the
backoff time. If the backoff time difference between two hidden terminals is smaller than
the channel reservation delay, collisions happen. Thus, instead of doing backoff in the time
domain, fBK carries out backoff using flash signals (frequency domain), and appropriately
propagates the backoff information for hidden terminals. This clearly separates the delay
of channel reservation and the backoff value, and thus gives better fairness. The idea of im-
plementing backoff in the frequency domain rather than time domain is the same as Back2F
[60]. However, Back2F requires two antennas for operation. Without any additional mech-
anisms, Back2F can trigger repetitive collisions when hidden terminals exist. Back2F also
cannot deal with the unfairness problem in the hidden terminal topologies.
We first introduce how to use flash signals to perform backoffs (fBK). Then, we com-
bine fBK with ECS (ECSfBK) to properly propagate the backoff and channel busy infor-
mation.
fBK backoff without hidden terminals:
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Figure 55: State Diagram of ECSfBK
randomly selected flash signal, and randomly switch to observe the flash signals transmit-
ted by others. fBK backoff mechanism contains a fixed size of fbk backoff slots. The first
slot is called the beginning slot, and the last slot is the end slot, and the rest of the slots are
either a receiving slot or a transmitting slot. Before each backoff, nodes randomly select a
backoff number fm from [0,47]. The value of fm determines the flash signal being trans-
mitted during the backoff duration.(fm=0 matches to the third subcarrier, fm=1 matches to
the fourth subcarrier, etc.) Nodes also randomly select k different numbers (rxis) from [1,
fbkWindow], where fbkWindow is the fBK window size, which is the number of fbk back-
off slots between the beginning slot and the end slot (k = 3 and fbkWindow=9 in Figure
54). rxis are the indices of the receiving slots, and the other slots are transmitting slots.
The key property of fBK backoff is the ability to efficiently learn the backoff value (fm)
selected by other nodes, which is enabled by effectively switching to receive during trans-
mission. One node can learn if it: (i) wins the contention (having the smallest fm), (ii) lose
the contention (receive a flash signal less than its own fm), or (iii) it is a tie. That is, it
receives a flash signal having the same value of its fm, and no other smaller flash signals
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are being received. The learning of tie can mostly avoid collisions. If there is a tie, nodes
having the same smallest fm enter another round of contention. Since only nodes have the
smallest fm will this contention, the number of contending nodes decreases quickly, and the
probability of having a tie decreases rapidly. While efficiently reducing the collision rate,
knowledge of the exact backoff values also gives better fairness compared to time domain
backoff, in which channel reservation delay biases the backoff value.
Algorithm 14 Switch-fBK
1: function STARTBACKOFF
2: if fm == 0 then
3: random select fm from [0,47]
4: end if






11: if Counter==fbkWindow+2 then
12: if (fr > fm and fe == fm) or fe > fm then
13: set fm = 0
14: schedule transmit after dwin
15: else if fe == fm then
16: set fm = 0
17: schedule StartBackoff() after dtie
18: else
19: set fm = fm − fe
20: schedule CCA after dlose
21: end if
22: return
23: else if Counter==fbkWindow+1 then
24: if fr >= fm then
25: switch to receive
26: else
27: transmit flash signal fr
28: end if
29: else if Counter equals to any rxi then
30: switch to receive
31: else
32: transmit flash signal fm
33: end if
34: FBackoff() (go to next backoff slot)
35: end function
We descript the detailed of fBK below. Nodes wait for DIFS after the channel becomes
idle, and transmit the flash signal determined by fm during the beginning slot. Then, nodes
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will keep transmitting the flash signal during transmitting slots and switch to receive during
the receiving slots. The receiving slots help a node to determine if it has selected the
smallest fm and hence won the contention. If there is a tie, nodes with the smallest fm start
another backoff procedure. The node that wins the contention initiates a transmission after
a delay dwin. Nodes that are having a tie start another fbk backoff after a delay dtie (note
that only the nodes experiencing a tie will attend this fbk backoff). Nodes that lose the
contention start a timer of dlose and wait for channel idle for DIFS after the timer expires.
The delay after fBK backoff determines the priority of behaviors. We select dtie < dwin =
dlose. If the selected set of rxis of some nodes are the same, some nodes will result in a tie
while some nodes observe a win. In this situation, nodes resulting in a tie will start another
fBK backoff before the nodes seeing a win initiate the transmission. Nodes finding a win
will defer when they hear the flash signals transmitted during the beginning slot.
Since nodes cannot observe each other if they happen to select the same set of rxi,
the end slot is used to help nodes figure out the smallest fm among all nodes. Nodes that
observe win or tie will switch to receive during the end slot. Other nodes that already lose
transmits the smallest flash signal they saw during the end slot.
Algorithm 14 summarize the core mechanism of fBK backoff using pseudocode. Dur-
ing the k receiving slots, nodes record the smallest subcarrier it receives, fr. Nodes com-
pare it with fm. If fm > fr (line 26), nodes will transmit fr during the end slot; else if
fm <= fr (line 24), nodes receive during the end slot, and record the smallest subcarrier
fe. If fr > fm and fe = fm, or if fe > fm (line 12), the node wins the contention; else if
fe == fm (line 15), it is a tie, and the nodes will start another fbk backoff; else (line 18),
nodes lose the contention.
Combining ECS and fBK backoff:
fBK backoff can work well and efficiently avoid collisions when there are no hidden termi-
nals. However, since hidden terminals cannot detect the start of a repeated fBK backoff (due
to a tie) or the start of a transmission, fBK backoff can trigger repetitive collisions when
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Table 10: ns-3 parameter
Parameter Value
Frame size 1500byte
Basic transmission rate 6Mbps




hidden terminal exists. Thus, we combine ECS with fBK backoff and propose ECSfBK.
Again, the second subcarrier, which indicates the type of the control signal, can be used to
distinguish backoff flash signals from ChBusy and ChIdle.
Since ECS can indicate the start of a transmission, the only thing left is to indicate the
start of a repeated fBK backoff successfully. Similar to the concept in ECS, nodes that do
not attend an fBK backoff enters a “help backoff” state after receiving the first backoff flash
signal during the beginning slot. After the beginning slot, nodes in “help backoff” state will
transmit fm = 49 (the largest subcarrier) during the first backoff slot. Other nodes hearing
the backoff signal with fm = 49 will set up NAV equal to the rest of the backoff duration.
Nodes in “help backoff” state then receive through the rest of the backoff slots and transmit
the observed fr during the end slot. Figure 55 illustrates the state diagram of ECSfBK.
6.5 Evaluations
In this section, we carry out ns-3 simulations [10] to evaluate the performance of each
algorithm based on Switch.
6.5.1 Simulation Setup and Methodology
We present the performance evaluation of ECS, ECSmCTS, ECSfBK, DCF, and DCF with
RTS/CTS (DCF/RTS). Table 10 shows the simulation parameters, which follows 802.11g.
In all scenarios, traffic is generated on all uplinks and downlinks, and nodes are always
backlogged. We first evaluate the performance of each mechanism under the targeted
topologies (one-way hidden terminals, two-way hidden terminals, and fully connected
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topologies) with 6 to 30 nodes. Then, the performance of ECSmCTS and ECSfBK is
evaluated under random topologies with 16 to 40 nodes. We use total system throughput to
evaluate the efficiency of each protocol, and use minimum throughput per node to evaluate
the fairness provided by each protocol.
6.5.2 ECS
We evaluate the performance of ECS in a topology with one-way hidden terminals (Fig-
ure 50). We set up 2 APs, each with five clients, and change the number of nodes that
suffer the starvation problem (Node D in Figure 50). Figure 56(a) and 56(b) shows the sys-
tem throughput and minimum throughput per node. While the system throughput of each
algorithm is similar, the starvation problem of DCF is severe. DCF with RTS/CTS can
slightly reduce the starvation problem, while ECS gives much better fairness. The mini-
mum throughput per node of ECS is 6x to 12x of that of DCF with RTS/CTS when there is
one-way hidden terminal.
6.5.3 ECSmCTS
We evaluate the performance of ECSmCTS in a fully connected topology and a topology
with two-way hidden terminals (Figure 53)
In fully connected topologies, we set two clients to each AP, and increase the number
of AP from 2 to 10 (the number of nodes increase from 6 to 30). Figure 57(a) and 57(b)
shows the system throughput and minimum throughput per node with different number of
nodes in a fully connected topology. As shown in Figure 57(b), all algorithms give similar
fairness among nodes. As shown in Figure 57(a), when the number of nodes is small, the
collision rate is low, and DCF with RTS/CTS performs worse than DCF due to significant
control overhead. As the number of nodes increases, the collision rate increases, and thus
the throughput of DCF becomes worse than DCF with RTS/CTS. ECSmCTS, avoiding col-
lision overhead with small control cost, performs better than DCF and DCF with RTS/CTS
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under every collision rate. The maximum throughput improvement of ECSmCTS com-
pared to DCF and DCF with RTS/CTS are 22% and 17% respectively.
In two-way hidden terminal topologies, we set up 2 APs, each with five clients. We
change the number of nodes suffers two-way hidden terminal (node B and node D in Fig-
ure 53). When the number of hidden terminals is zero, the topology is fully connected.
Figure 58(a) and 58(b) shows the system throughput and minimum throughput per node
with a different number of hidden terminals in two-way hidden terminal topologies. Due to
the ECS mechanism, ECSmCTS gives much better minimum throughput compared to DCF
and DCF with RTS/CTS. ECSmCTS also provides better system throughput due to avoid-
ing collision overhead with small control cost. The average improvement of ECSmCTS
compared to DCF and DCF with RTS/CTS are 55% and 17% respectively.
6.5.4 ECSfBK
We evaluate the performance of ECSfBK in fully connected topologies, the two types of
hidden terminal topologies, and random topologies. We use k = 3, fbkWindow=9, dtie =
4µs, and dwin = dlose = 14µs. Each backoff slot is 5µs (it is the shortest time of switch as
illustrated in Section 6.3.3). Nodes keep transmitting flash signals and switch to receives
for 2µs during a receiving slot. We also present results for ECSmCTS as a comparison.
In fully connected topologies, we set two clients to each AP, and increase the number
of AP from 2 to 10 (the number of nodes increase from 6 to 30). Figure 59(a) and 59(b)
show that ECSfBK efficiently avoids collisions (having similar throughput as ECSmCTS)
and give reasonable fairness in fully connected topologies.
In two-way hidden terminal topologies (Figure 53), we set up 2 APs, each with five
clients, and change the number of nodes suffer two-way hidden terminal (node B and node
D in Figure 53). When the number of hidden terminals is zero, the topology is fully con-
nected. In one-way hidden terminals (Figure 50), we set up 2 APs, each with 5 clients,
and change the number of nodes that suffer the starvation problem (Node D in Figure 50).
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Figure 60(a), 60(b), 61(a), and 61(b) show that ECSfBK, which efficiently utilize swtich
to carry out backoff in frequency domain in hidden terminal topologies, gives much better
minimum throughput while maintaining good system throughput in both hidden terminal
topologies.
Finally, we carry out random topologies. We set up 2 APs in middle of an area, and
randomly place a different number of clients (16 to 40) around the 2 APs. Figure 62(a)
and 62(b) show the performance of each algorithm in random topologies with a different
number of clients. ECSfBK gives good system throughput and minimum throughput per
node. The max/min/average improvement in throughput of ECSfBK compared to DCF
and DCF with RTS/CTS are 8%/1%/4% and 12%/8%/10% respectively. The increase in
minimum throughput per node of ECSfBK compared to DCF and DCF with RTS/CTS are
77%/16%/40% and 776%/97%/240% respectively.
6.6 Related Work
6.6.1 Solutions for Hidden Terminal Problems
As mentioned in Section 6.4.1, 802.11ec [51] and Centaur [66] can deal with the starvation
problem in one-way hidden terminal scenarios. However, Centaur requires a central con-
troller, an entity not always present in all network environments, and 802.11ec requires us-
age of another addressing system for all the nodes. As mentioned in Section 6.4.3, Rhythm
[64], LWT [62], and Domino [78] can deal with the unfairness problem in hidden terminal
topologies. However, all these mechanisms require a centralized network structure with a
central controller. Zigzag [36] can recover data from repetitive collisions that occur due
to hidden terminals. However, since it requires at least two collisions from the same two
frames, something that will not occur in one-way hidden terminal topologies, Zigzag can-
not deal with the starvation problem in the one-way hidden terminal scenario.
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6.6.2 Solutions for Avoidance of Collisions
As mentioned in Section 6.4.2, CSMA/CN [61] is proposed to decrease the overhead of
collisions without extra control costs. However, CSMA/CN requires two antennas for op-
eration. It also requires usage of another addressing system for all the nodes. L-BEB
[25] and CF-MAC [59] use determined backoff values to avoid collisions. However, these
approaches rely on RTS/CTS to deal with hidden terminal problems, and this, in turn, in-
troduces significant control overheads. Soft-TDMAC [29] avoids collisions by scheduling
transmissions. However, it requires tight time synchronization for sufficient efficiency,
which is an additional burden. Chain [75] reduces collisions by triggering transmissions
using information from overheard transmissions. However, it cannot deal with collisions
generated by hidden terminals.
6.6.3 Backoffs in the Frequency Domain
Back2F [60] is a mechanism that efficiently does backoffs in the frequency domain. Though
Back2F achieves low collision rates with small backoff overheads, Back2F requires two
antennas for operation. Also, Back2F does not deal with hidden terminal problems. FICA
[68] also utilizes signals in the frequency domain for channel access. However, it requires
RTS/CTS exchanges that incur significant control overheads.
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(a) Throughput
(b) Minimum throughput per node
Figure 56: Performance of ECS in topologies with one-way hidden terminals
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(a) Throughput
(b) Minimum throughput per node
Figure 57: Performance of ECSmCTS in fully connected topologies
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(a) Throughput
(b) Minimum throughput per node
Figure 58: Performance of ECSmCTS in topologies with two-way hidden terminals
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(a) Throughput
(b) Minimum throughput per node
Figure 59: Performance of ECSfBK in fully connected topologies
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(a) Throughput
(b) Minimum throughput per node
Figure 60: Performance of ECSfBK in topologies with two-way hidden terminals
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(a) Throughput
(b) Minimum throughput per node
Figure 61: Performance of ECSfBK in topologies with one-way hidden terminals
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As one of the most popular last mile technologies, WiFi nowaday has been widely used in
various applications. The goals of this research are to improve performance to support the
growing requirements, and to enable controllability to support service differentiation and
even performance prediction. Our work comprises three components considering the two
goals:
First, we design mechanisms that give performance enhancement in the physical (PHY)
layer with only upgrades in Access Points (APs). We present FastBeam, a set of algorithms
that provide the benefits of beamforming to legacy nodes by adopting only the new APs.
While existing techniques for RSSI-based beamforming severely under-perform when the
channel changes rapidly, FastBeam could dynamically adapt to the variation of the chan-
nel and still retain the advantages of RSSI-based beamforming. It requires only software
modification on the client and is thus easy to deploy. Experimental evaluation shows that
the throughput performance of FastBeam is 1.4x on average and up to 1.8x in the best
case, compared to the existing algorithm.
Second, consider future-proofing networks with a central controller, we propose algo-
rithms that enable micro-level controllability to support service differentiation and even
performance prediction. We presented Rhythm, a MAC protocol under a theme of al-
lowing WiFi network controllability without compromising its scalability. We show that
Rhythm enables the controllability of WiFi, subject to the constraints of (i) no fine-grained
time synchronization and (ii) no additional hardware. Rhythm also has the properties of
(i) low overhead, (ii) work conservation in the presence of non-backlogged nodes, and (iii)
robustness to partial connectivity scenarios. We show that Rhythm provides near-optimal
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channel utilization (200% improvement in high-density deployment) and weighted fair-
ness under various traffic loads and connectivity scenarios through simulations and WARP
experiments.
Finally, considering the backward compatibility issues of scheduled WiFi, we propose
LWT. LWT realizes scheduled WiFi using purely distributed operations and provides good
backward compatibility. Mechanisms to address practical problems of non-backlogged
nodes, decodability vs. detectability, hidden terminals, backward compatibility, sleeping
nodes and update of the schedule are proposed. With a WARP-based test-bed and ns-3, both
experimental evaluations and simulation-based analysis are carried out to evaluate LWT.
Evaluation results show that LWT achieves better channel efficiency, delay, adherence to
schedule, and fairness comparing to related works.
To deal with hidden terminal problems, LWT uses a novel mechanism: Switch, Switch
allows the transmitters and receivers of a transmission to exploit lightweight control chan-
nels while the communication is ongoing. We present the limitation and properties of
Switch. We then use Switch as the core building block to solve three problems in WiFi
networks: starvation due to hidden terminals, early collision termination, and frequency
backoffs. We rely on WARP radios to experimentally verify that Switch is indeed possible
and use ns-3 simulations to study the impact of using Switch to solve the problems men-
tioned above. The simulation results show that Switch can solve the targeted problem with
good efficiency. We believe that Switch, though simple, can have many potential benefits




8.1 LWT in multiple collision domains
In Chapter 5, we proposed algorithms for scheduled WiFi, LWT, for WiFi networks in a
single collision domain. Although WiFi networks typically have auto-channel-selection
mechanisms (3 orthogonal channels in 2.4GHz and 25 orthogonal channels in 5GHz), and
most networks can operate either in a single collision domain or are entirely disconnected,
it is possible that solutions for multiple collision domains are required in future settings.
LWT can be extended to multiple collision domains by extending Transparent Trans-
missions to multiple collision domain. When multiple collision domains exist, LWT uses
different flash signals to indicate the start and stop of transmission for each collision do-
main. Multiple transmissions can be scheduled in a schedule slot, and nodes increase Pos
by one only after confirming the end of transmissions of all collision domains in the current
schedule slot. This can be learned by either overhearing or receiving flash signals.
However, the challenge of this method lies in the identification of different collision
domain. It is possible to identify the existence of different collision domain by overhearing
and information exchange between APs. Collisions, especially repetitive collisions, can be
an index of the presence of multiple collision domains. An AP can report such issue to the
central controller and requests a new target schedule to deal with this situation. However,
how to efficiently gather such information is still an open issue.
8.2 Scheduled WiFi and MIMO technologies
For achieving scheduled WiFi, we have developed algorithms: LWT and Rhythm. Below,
we discuss how scheduled WiFi algorithms can operate with MIMO technologies.
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• MIMO: Between one transmitter and one receiver, MIMO technology can be used
to increase link reliability or spectral efficiency. For spectral efficiency, the transmit-
ter can transmit different data streams simultaneously. On the other hand, the same
data stream can be transmitted through different antennas to decrease error rate using
spatial diversity. In both situation, since the MAC addresses of the transmitter and
the receiver of each data packet do not change, the same portion of MAC header is
delivered through different antennas to the receiver in both situations. Thus, the de-
livery of MAC addresses of the transmitter and receiver is more robust compared to
traditional SISO. This property of MIMO helps nodes in the network to identify the
current transmitting nodes without the help from LWT-CV. Thus, with MIMO trans-
missions (available in 802.11n/ac), it is possible that the implementation of LWT-CV
can be omitted.
• MU-MIMO and interference mitigation: MU-MIMO is a MIMO technology in which
a node with multiple antennas communicates with multiple nodes (each of them may
have only a single antenna) simultaneously. Downlink MU-MIMO technology has
been implemented in 802.11ac devices. On the other hand, uplink MU-MIMO is
still an open issue. The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) mode of WiFi is a
random access control. Since each node determines the time of starting transmission
randomly and independently, it is challenging to make multiple links transmit simul-
taneously to perform uplink MU-MIMO. The same problem applies to interference
mitigation between multiple links. When using interference cancellation algorithms,
the concerned links need to start transmitting at the same time, which is hard to
achieve under DCF.
It is possible for scheduled WiFi to fulfill this requirement. The central controller can
schedule multiple links into one transmission slot with a predefined order specified in
the target schedule. At the beginning of the transmission slot, nodes can start chan-
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Figure 63: Software architecture of WiFi with implementation of scheduled WiFi on
off-the-shelf WiFi devices
information (CSI) with each other for performing interference cancellation. Since
the order of channel estimation is indicated in the target schedule, collisions won’t
happen even when multiple links are scheduled in the same slot. Other nodes that are
not involved in the current slot stop the backoff mechanism once they overhear the
channel estimation packets. Thus, they won’t disturb the interference process during
the channel estimation and information exchange. The scheduled links then can carry
out interference cancellation algorithms or uplink MU-MIMO after the exchange of
CSI information. We leave in-depth of exploration of transmission synchronization
for future work.
8.3 Implementation of schedule WiFi in off-the-shelf devices
It is possible to build a viable prototype of schedule WiFi using off-the-shelf WiFi devices.
Although different WiFi devices may have different software architectures, all of them sup-
port the same basic functionality. Figure 63 shows a general WiFi software architecture and
the related basic functionality [9, 13, 30, 22, 53]. The required changes for implementing
a prototype of scheduled WiFi are also shown in the figure. Scheduled WiFi can be imple-
mented onto off-the-shelf WiFi devices as long as the required changes can be achieved.
Below, we describe these basic implementation portions and leave detailed implementation
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issues for future work. We consider two algorithms, LWT-WC, which is backward com-
patible, and Rhythm-Clique, which does not require possible hardware changes, and three
scenarios that vary in their degree of modifiability and present the required changes for
each of them: (i) modifications only on some APs in the network, (ii) modifications on all
APs in the network, and (iii) modifications on all APs and clients.
(i) Can only change some APs: When we can only change some APs in the network, de-
ploying LWT-WC algorithm among these APs can help with the scheduling of some
downlink traffic. The central scheduler can insert DCF slots into the target schedule
for legacy nodes. A simple RTS/CTS mechanism will be used to solve hidden termi-
nal problems. The capabilities required for scheduled WiFi implementation in this
scenario are the following (also indicated in Figure 63): (a) store the target sched-
ule and current synchronization state in the memory, (b) look up MAC addresses of
the current receiving packet for the first position match, (c) change backoff number
according to the LWT basic algorithm, and (d) operate the position synchronization
algorithm.
(ii) Can change all APs: Under this situation, in addition to deploying LWT-WC to all
APs, we can implement Rhythm-Clique to deal with hidden terminals. APs can use
NAV to control the activity of legacy nodes in the same way as starting a contention
free period of PCF. The additional implementation requirements are: (e) support the
clique and bridge structure in scheduled Rhythm-Clique when generating the target
schedule, and (f) record extra status to determine if the current position is an active
position.
(iii) Can change all APs and clients: This is an ideal scenario where both LWT-WC and
Rhythm-Clique can be fully implemented.
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8.4 Other Applications of Scheduled WiFi
In this thesis, we have explored the main application of scheduled WiFi including effi-
cient high-density WiFi deployments, power-saving using precise sleep patterns, QoS using
weighted fairness, and TCP-aware channel allocation. There are still other possibilities for
adopting scheduled WiFi. We briefly describe each potential and leave in-depth evaluations
for future work.
8.4.1 Access control for enterprises
The ability to have a fine-grained control of WLAN is desirable to enterprises when they set
up networks for different usage. Enterprises usually have WiFi networks for primary busi-
ness usage and some WiFi networks for visitors. Scheduled WiFi can help companies to
have a full control of wireless resources deployment to the granularity of each transmission.
8.4.2 Internet of Things (IoT)
IoT has become a hot topic in recent years. An extension to the 802.11ah standard called
WiFi HaLow [16] is specifically targeted toward IoT environments. In many applications
of IoT, the number of devices can be large. Although the throughput requirement of IoT
is typically small, the channel efficiency decreases according to the number of contending
nodes and is less related to the actual traffic amount. Scheduled WiFi is especially suitable
to increase the channel efficiency by decreasing the collision rate among nodes.
8.4.3 Coexistence of WiFi and 5G networks
License-assisted access using LTE (LAA-LTE) has been proposed to operate LTE in unli-
censed bands. One of the critical issues of LAA-LTE is how to coexist with WiFi efficiently.
The primary trend of solving this problem is to use on-off duty cycles to separate LTE and
WiFi transmissions in the time domain. During the on-cycle of LTE, WiFi devices are
passively put to silence by frames containing large NAV transmitted from APs. The usage
of NAV introduces overhead. Also, since broadcasting NAV stops all nodes in the nearby
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area to transmit, nodes located nearby will stop transmit even if their transmission do not
interfere current LTE transmissions. Thus, this method limits the flexibility of channel ac-
cess control. On the other hand, by implementing scheduled WiFi, nodes can actively keep
silence during the on-cycle of LTE. A more dedicated channel access control between LTE
and WiFi also can be deployed by separating nodes in the same area into different Cliques.
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